Chapter 3

Muon System
3.1 System overview
The 3 types of gaseous detectors used to identify muons and measure their momenta, and
the reasons these detector systems were selected, were described in Chapter 1. In this section,
after a short description of the detector layout, we discuss the changes made since the Muon
TDR [4] and describe the main components of the readout system, giving information on the
data format relevant to the reconstruction task.

3.1.1

Detector layout

The Muon system, hosted in the magnet return yokes of CMS, is divided into a central part
(Barrel Detector, |η| < 1.2) and forward parts (Endcap Detector, |η| < 2.4)(Fig. 1.6). Each
Endcap Detector consists of 4 disks that enclose both ends of the barrel cylinder.
3.1.1.1

Barrel detector

The Barrel Detector (Fig. CP 3) consists of 4 concentric “stations” of 250 chambers inside the
magnet return yoke of CMS, which is in turn divided into 5 wheels. Each wheel is divided
into 12 sectors, each covering a 30◦ azimuthal angle. Wheels are labeled consecutively from
YB−2 for the furthest wheel in −z to YB+2 for the furthest is +z, while sectors are labeled in
order of increasing φ beginning with the sector centered at φ = 0. Sectors 3 and 4 in wheels
YB−1 and YB+1, respectively, host the chimneys for the magnet cryogenic lines: all the
chambers in these sectors are shorter by 40 cm along the beam direction than the chambers
in the other sectors.
The 2 innermost stations, named MB1 and MB2, consist of “sandwiches” made of a DT chamber placed between 2 RPCs. The 2 outermost stations, MB3 and MB4, consist of packages of a
DT chamber coupled to a layer made of 1, 2, or 4 RPCs, depending on the sector and station,
placed on the innermost side of the station.
Each DT chamber in the 3 innermost stations, MB1–MB3, consists of 12 layers of drift tubes
divided into 3 groups of 4 consecutive layers, hereafter called SuperLayers (SL) (Fig. 3.1).
The tubes inside each SL are staggered by half a tube. Two SLs measure the r-φ coordinate
in the bending plane (they have wires parallel to the beam line), and the third SL measures
the z-coordinate running parallel to the beam. A honeycomb structure separates an r-φ SL
from the other 2 SLs. This gives a lever arm length of about 28 cm for the measurement of
the track direction inside each chamber in the bending plane. In the outermost station, MB4,
each DT chamber has only the 2 SLs that measure the r-φ coordinate.
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Figure 3.1: The layout of a DT chamber inside a muon barrel station.
In the DT subdetector, an important modification of the basic element of detection, the drifttube cell, led to a slightly wider drift cell and a new design of the cathode I-beams that
separate the drift cells, resulting in a mechanically more robust chamber [78]. In addition,
the wire pitch and hence the cell size was increased from 4.0 to 4.2 cm to optimize the electronic segmentation and acceptance, leading to a reduction in the total number of channels
from 192 000 to 172 000. Analysis of test-beam and cosmic-ray muon data collected on both
prototype and full-size final chambers has shown no degradation of the performance of the
detector in terms of linearity of response, time resolution, noise level, or efficiency of hit
collection [78, 79, 80].
Each RPC detector consists of a double-gap bakelite chamber (Fig. 3.2), operating in avalanche
mode [81]. The gaps have a 2 mm width. Trigger requirements demand that in each station
the strips, which run along the beam direction, be segmented into 2 parts for stations MB1,
MB3, and MB4; in the MB2 station, either the innermost or the outermost layer is segmented
into 3 parts, depending on the position in the wheels and sectors. The strip length is thus
130 cm, except in the MB2 station where it is either 85 cm or 130 cm. There are 480 RPCs in
the Barrel, for a total of 1020 double-gap modules.

Figure 3.2: Schematic view of the RPC double-gap structure. The read-out strips in the Barrel
chambers run along the beam direction.
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Endcap detector

There are 468 CSCs in the 2 Muon Endcaps. Each Endcap consists of 4 “stations” of chambers, labeled ME1 to ME4 in order of increasing distance from the collision point, which are
mounted on the disks enclosing the CMS magnet, perpendicular to the beam direction. In
each disk the chambers are divided into 2 concentric rings around the beam axis (3 for ME1
chambers) (Fig. CP 4).
Each CSC (Fig. 3.3) is trapezoidal in shape and consists of 6 gas gaps, each gap having a
plane of radial cathode strips and a plane of anode wires running almost perpendicularly to
the strips. All CSCs, except those in ME1/3, are overlapped in φ to avoid gaps in the muon
acceptance. There are 36 chambers in each ring of a muon station, except for the innermost
(highest η) rings of ME2–ME4 which have 18 chambers. The gas ionization and subsequent
electron avalanche caused by a charged particle traversing each plane of a chamber produces
a charge on the anode wire and an image charge on a group of cathode strips. Thus, each
CSC measures the space coordinates (r, φ, z) in each of the 6 layers.
wire plane (a few wires shown)
cathode plane with strips

7 trapezoidal panels form 6 gas gaps

Figure 3.3: Schematic view of a CSC chamber.
There have been several important changes in the CSC system from the set-up described
in [4]. The 10◦ -chambers in the fourth station (ME4/2) have been staged, reducing the total number of chambers from 540 to 468. The number of wire channels per plane for ME1/2
chambers was increased to 64, while for ME1/3 chambers it was decreased to 32. The ME1/1
chambers, which have split cathode strips, now have 48 strips for the higher-rapidity part
(|η| > 2.1) and 64 strips for the lower-rapidity part. The Anode Local-Charged-Track (ALCT)
trigger boards are placed on the top face of the chambers, while the corresponding Cathode
Local-Charged-Track (CLCT) trigger boards have been combined with the Trigger MotherBoards (TMB) and moved into the peripheral crates placed around the edge of the steel
disks. The higher-rapidity cathode strips of the ME1/1 chambers have been removed from
the muon trigger and ganged together in groups of 3 (every 16th strip is combined) before
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being connected to the cathode front-end electronics. The ME1/1 chambers now also use
exactly the same anode and cathode electronics as the other CSCs.
Like in the Barrel, there are layers of double-gap RPCs in the Endcaps, however, for the
initial low-luminosity run there are RPCs only in the outer rings of each station, while they
are staged in the internal rings. The RPC Endcap system is thus limited to η < 1.6 for the
first period of data taking.

3.1.2
3.1.2.1

Readout
DT chambers

The DT-chamber local trigger and readout electronics reside in a Mini-Crate (MC) mounted
on the side opposite to the HV supply of each chamber, inside one of the “C” profiles surrounding the honeycomb structure shown in Figure 3.1. The MC hosts all the boards dedicated to the first level of trigger electronics: the Bunch and Track Identifier (BTI), the Track
COrrelator (TRACO), and the Trigger Server (TS) devices [82]), and the Readout Boards
(ROB), each equipped with four 32-channel High Performance Time to Digital Converters
(HPTDC) [83]. There are 5 to 7 ROBs in each MC depending on the chamber size (the number of readout channels per chamber varies from 608 (MB1) to 800 (MB3)).
The data from the ROBs are sent via LVDS signals (using 2 cables per chamber) to a Readout
Server Board (ROS) hosted in VME crates situated on the balcony of CMS. The ROS collects
all data from one sector (up to 3268 TDC channels) and sends them to a Detector Dependent
Unit (DDU), which is the detector front-end to the CMS Data Acquisition System. There are
5 DDUs (one for each Barrel wheel) for the DT system, each one collecting inputs from 12
ROSs. Trigger data are also sent via 2 LVDS cables from the MC Trigger Board to the Sector
Collector Board (SCB) hosted in the same VME crate, which packs the data from 4 chambers
(5 in sectors 4 and 10) and sends them via optical link to the Regional Muon Trigger.
3.1.2.2

CSC

There are 2 data paths for the CSCs: one for the cathode strip data and one for the anode wire
data. The signals from the anode front-end boards (FEB) go to the Anode Local-ChargedTrack (ALCT) trigger board located on the face of each chamber. The ALCT looks for tracks
from the wire hits in the 6 chamber layers that point back toward the vertex. It sends its
results to one of the Trigger Mother Boards (TMB), which sit in 60 peripheral crates located
around the edge of the disks of the magnetic flux return yoke.
The cathode strip pulse heights from the cathode FEBs are sent to the Cathode Local-ChargedTrack (CLCT) trigger logic, which is located on the TMB. In a similar way to the ALCT, the
CLCT looks for tracks in the hit patterns from the 6 cathode strip layers in a chamber. The
TMB tries to match the ALCT and CLCT tracks that were found in a chamber, and sends the
results to a Muon Port Card (MPC). The TMB also passes all the anode and cathode raw data
on to the Data-acquisition MotherBoard (DMB). Both the MPC and DMB are located in the
same peripheral crate as the TMB. The DMB is responsible for initiating all data digitization
and readout, as well as providing slow-control signals to all the front-end electronics. The
DMB buffers the raw data and sends them via optical fibres to a CSC Detector Dependent
Unit (DDU) in USC55. Each DDU collects, combines, and checks the data from 13 DMBs. A
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Data Concentrator Card (DCC) then merges the information from 9 DDU boards and sends
it via 2 S-LINKs [41, 42] to the overall CMS data acquisition system.
3.1.2.3

RPC

Analog RPC signals are discriminated at the Front-End Boards (FEBs) attached to the chambers. They are then sent as LVDS-standard signals through copper cables to the Link Boards
(LB) located on the CMS balconies. One LB receives up to 96 signals from the strips of one
chamber. The Link Board electronics synchronizes the signals to the 40 MHz clock and compresses the data (zero suppression). Then the data from up to 3 LBs are multiplexed, converted to optical signals, and transmitted through optical fibers to the Trigger Boards (TB)
located in the CMS counting room. One TB receives up to 18 optical links; signals from
most of the links are split into 2 or 4 TBs. On the TB, the data from the links are deserialized and transmitted by 18 parallel buses to the RPC trigger Pattern Comparator (PAC)
mezzanine boards and the Readout Mezzanine Boards (RMB) [84]. On the RMB, the data are
demultiplexed (selected channels can be masked to avoid duplication of data) and stored in
a FIFO memory, awaiting a trigger signal. The data originating from the bunch crossing of
a trigger are transmitted via optical links to the Data Concentrator Cards (DCC). Three DCC
boards concentrate the optical links from all TBs, each DCC taking data from 36 RMBs. The
Event Merger (EM) on the DCC merges data from 36 channels into one packet, and the Event
Builder (EB) builds events for each trigger, conforming to the Common Data Format (CDF).
The packet is then sent to the DAQ by a Slink64 LVDS interface.

3.1.3

Data formats

For the DT system, at each L1A signal the TDC FIFO buffers containing the measured drift
time for each recorded hit in the drift tube cells, within a programmable time window of the
order of 20-30 bunch crossings, are transferred to the ROS. The drift times are given in TDC
units corresponding to a programmable time resolution (in the test-beam DAQ this value
was set to 25/32 = 0.781 ns). Multiple hits in a cell are efficiently recorded if their time separation is larger than a preset value (typically 150 ns). The trigger quality information from the
Sector Collector [7] is included in the DAQ buffer. Complete data from the chamber trigger
system, which are input to the Level-1 DTTrackFinder, are available in the DTTrackFinder
DDU buffer.
The ROS/ROB/TDC numbering is not convenient for direct use in the hit reconstruction. It
is thus transformed in the DAQ Filter Farm into the “digi” format given in Table 3.1. This
is done for each hit in a given chamber, using the mapping stored in the DT Configuration
Database (see Section 3.2.4.1).
Table 3.1: The DT “digi” data format used by the reconstruction software.
name
range number of bits
wire
0–95
7
layer
0–3
2
superlayer
0–2
2
TDC data 0–220
20
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The unpacked data from the CSC byte stream are stored as several types of “digi” objects,
which are convenient for passing into the reconstruction software. So far, we have used 2
types, a “strip digi” containing information from the CSC cathode data, and a “wire digi”
containing information from the CSC anode data. There is one strip digi per strip channel and one wire digi per wire(-group) channel. It is likely we will extend the number to
encompass up to 4 additional types of trigger-related CSC information: from the CSC comparator logic, from the Anode LCTs, from the Cathode LCTs, and from the combined Anode/Cathode LCTs. A strip digi contains a 7-bit identifier for that particular strip, and the
8 (or 16, depending on the configuration) time samples of the Switched Capacitor Array
(SCA) pulse heights (each with 12-bit precision). The wire digi contains just a 7-bit identifier,
denoting that this wire-group fired. In the current simulation. The strip digi also contains
information from the CSC comparator logic; it is more realistic to split this off into a separate
“comparator digi” and it is intended to do this.
The RPC part of the CDF raw data is unpacked and stored as RPC digis, where the detector
identification, the fired strip number, and the bunch crossing number with respect to the L1A
bunch crossing are packed. Only digis having a bunch crossing index equal to 0 are used for
reconstruction, while the others are useful for detector and electronic debugging purposes.

3.2 Operations
This section gives a general overview of the procedures needed to bring the muon detectors
into operating condition, specifically regarding detector calibration and alignment. In addition, the main features of the monitoring and database systems needed to control and run
the online/offline reconstruction are reviewed.

3.2.1

Calibration

Two types of calibrations are usually needed for a detector. First, there are calibrations that
provide the values of parameters needed to set up the detector for data taking: determining
hardware thresholds, masks for noisy or dead channels, etc. These types of calibrations are
available to all the muon detectors and were used prior to detector operation during testbeam activities, in bench tests, and for chamber commissioning. The constants they produce
are either fixed in hardware or stored in the configuration database and are continuously
monitored during data taking. Second, there are calibration data needed to determine the
parameters for optimal offline reconstruction and HLT event processing. These data can
be obtained by analysing special calibration runs or from special analyses of standard data.
Only detectors involved in muon reconstruction (DTs and CSCs) use this kind of data. The
RPC system, used purely for triggering, does not need such calibrations.
3.2.1.1

Barrel muon chambers

The barrel chambers measure drift times and, therefore, need special calibration runs to compute the relative t0 of each wire due to the different signal path lengths to the readout electronics. The “calibration” command generates a signal on the input to the front-end chip for
4 wires at once, simulating a muon track crossing a Superlayer. These simultaneous signals
generate a trigger in the DT system and cause the start of the local readout. A set of masks
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allows the pulsing of only 4 wires at a time, and a special “sequence advance” command
allows scanning of an entire chamber.
Calibration data will be taken before beam injection in the LHC. These data will provide a
verification of the status of the entire electronics chain. The time needed for the execution of
one calibration cycle is such that it can be issued during the abort gap as a private trigger.
A complete check of the DT electronics can be done every few seconds by working on all
chambers in parallel.

Entries / (2 TDC counts)

Once each relative t0 is determined, the drift times are synchronized and a global t0 is computed. Figure 3.4a shows the arrival time recorded by the TDC in all the cells of a chamber
Superlayer, as obtained in test-beam data after relative t0 equalization. A similar distribution can be obtained from a minimum-bias muon sample at the LHC. Figure 3.4b shows an
enlargement of the short-time region; the global t0 is obtained by fitting the derivative of this
distribution (Fig. 3.4c). The maximum of the derivative distribution minus 2σ, where σ is the
Gaussian width, gives the value of the global t0 .
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Figure 3.4: Determination of the global t0 from the time derivative of the drift time distribution.
The same muon sample can be used to determine the drift velocity, which is evaluated from
the mean-time (MT) distribution. The quantity M T = (t1 + 2t2 + t3 )/2 for any 3 consecutive
layers is equal to the drift time, Tmax , for one-half of a cell length, independent of the muon
incidence angle. Hence, the drift velocity is the ratio of the average of the MT distribution
(Fig. 3.5) and one-half the wire pitch. Only a few hundred events are needed to compute the
average drift velocity in a chamber to better than 0.2%.
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Figure 3.5: An example of the mean-time distribution for a muon chamber Superlayer.
3.2.1.2

Endcap muon chambers

The Endcap muon detectors are multiwire proportional cathode strip chambers (CSC), which
have the high coordinate precision and fast response time needed for good muon tracking
and effective bunch crossing number identification. The calibration measurements described
here were performed on all CSCs during their testing at the Final Assembly and System
Testing (FAST) sites. The results were stored in a database to serve as a reference for future
calibrations and monitoring.
The signals from the cathode strips are read out by the cathode front-end boards (CFEB),
providing a precise measurement of the azimuthal coordinate of the hit for offline analysis.
For this measurement, we need to know the gain and cross-talk of the cathode ADC channels.
Additional calibration constants are measured that specify the amplifier linearity, as well
as the individual cell offsets (< 1%) of the switched capacitor array (SCA) [85]. Since the
amplifier/shapers are capacitively coupled, the signal baseline values are rate dependent.
Therefore, baseline subtraction is done using the first 2 time bins sampled before the pulse
height rise of each cathode strip signal. Calibration constants are measured using the precision (< 1%) test-pulse generator on the DAQ motherboard (DMB). A 12-bit DAC on the
DMB sets the amplitude of the test pulse, while the arrival time of the pulse can be delayed
in 6.25 ns steps.
The gain and cross-talk are measured by sending a test pulse of fixed amplitude (Qin =
100 fC) through high precision capacitors, one strip at a time, for each CFEB and CSC layer
(Fig. 3.6). A scan over the test-pulse delays provides an accurate measurement of the output
pulse shape, yielding the gain and cross-talk. A scan over the test-pulse amplitudes allows
a calibration of the slope and intercept of the preamplifier’s output signal versus the DAC
code of the input test pulse and quantifies the non-linearity of the preamplifier response. The
SCA offsets are measured by randomly sampling the quiescent outputs of the amplifiers.
The calibration of the trigger path for the CFEBs consists of measurements of the comparators’ thresholds, noise, and output signal timing. The DMB test pulse is used to find the
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Figure 3.6: Block diagram of the CSC cathode front-end electronics board.
comparator thresholds at 2 test-pulse amplitudes of Qin ≈ 15 fC and ≈ 40 fC. The results
yield the threshold slope, offset, and noise of each comparator. The comparator output timing is checked by means of a test pulse of fixed amplitude, which is scanned over a time
delay of 15 steps of 6.25 ns each. The resulting comparator time offsets are calculated with
respect to the average value per CFEB.
The operational scenario for the calibration of CFEBs assumes that it will be done with both
spy data and electronic pulsing offline between beam fills. The cathode calibration constants
have been found from previous tests to be quite stable, so the frequency of the calibration
remains to be determined. With a data taking rate of about 27 Mb/pulse and a data flow rate
of 600 Mb/s through 2 Gb fibres to each PC, the calibration is fast. The calibration analysis
will be performed locally on a farm of 18 PCs. The files containing calibration constants for
≈ 200 000 cathode strips are small and in total do not exceed 50–60 MB per run.
The anode front-end electronics [86] (Fig. 3.7) supplies a precise timing measurement from
a hit anode wire group. The thresholds and delays of the anode electronics are controlled
by the anode local charged track (ALCT) boards. To calibrate the anode thresholds, an
amplitude-controlled test pulse from the ALCT’s test-pulse generator is used to fire simultaneously all 16 channels of each anode front-end board (AFEB) through their own internal test
capacitors. A set of threshold measurements is done using 2 different test-pulse amplitude
settings, corresponding to input charges of ≈ 30 fC and ≈ 50 fC. The threshold settings are
varied around these 2 input charges to get the threshold turn-on curves. These data are then
used to measure the corresponding threshold settings and the noise, as well as the threshold
slope and offset.

The propagation time for signals from the AFEB to reach the ALCT has a spread among the
front-end boards, and also has variations due to differences in the AFEB–ALCT cable lengths
and the muon flight times. To equalize the arrival times of the anode raw hits at the ALCT
within one CSC chamber, a set of control delay chips is used as input circuits on the ALCT.
The delays in these chips can be set between 0 and 30 ns in 2 ns steps. At each delay setting,
an asynchronous (with respect to the 40 MHz clock) ALCT test pulse is sent to all AFEBs, and
the anode hits are read back by the ALCT. This allows a measurement of the delay slope and
offset for each delay chip and the equalization of all the delay settings. This measurement
is an important first step in the synchronization procedure for all the Endcap muon CSC
chambers.
Data from CSC tests done at FAST sites, ISR, and SX5 show that the anode calibration con-
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Figure 3.7: Circuit block diagram of one anode amplifier-shaper-discriminator channel.
stants are stable. It is reasonable to assume that the anode calibration will be performed at
the same time as the cathode calibration but in separate runs. The volume of calibration data
for the anode front-end is much less than for the cathode electronics. In addition, the anode
calibration constants are defined per board, not per channel. An analysis of the anode calibration data will be done locally on the 18-PC farm. Calibration constants for ≈ 10 000 anode
boards occupy a space of ≈ 1 MB per run.
Most of the CSCs have been tested at the default nominal high voltage of 3.6 kV. In one of
the standard FAST site tests, the absolute gas gains were measured with cosmic rays using
the positions of the Landau peak in the cathode strip signal-amplitude distributions. The
voltage offsets (relative to 3.6 kV) for each CSC high voltage segment were found to equalize
the gas gain in all layers of the CSC. A high-voltage scan was done in another test where
ALCT and CLCT cosmic-ray rate plateaus were measured across the entire CSC. It is planned
to calibrate the gas gains and voltage offsets periodically during normal CMS operation to
monitor the stability of the CSCs.
At least one time at CMS start-up we will likely perform a high-voltage scan with cosmic rays
and measure the actual nominal high-voltage settings individually for each high-voltage
segment of each CSC with the working gas mixture and nominal thresholds on the anode
discriminators and cathode comparators. Care should be taken in the analysis to ensure that
selected tracks are going through the scanned segment and have inclinations similar to tracks
that originate in the centre of the CMS detector.

3.2.2

Alignment

There are several potential sources of misalignment in the muon spectrometer, from chamber
construction tolerances to final detector operation conditions, including
• Chamber construction tolerances: these are unavoidable geometrical tolerances in
the production of the chamber parts (e.g., mis-positioning of wires within a layer,
relative shifts in the Superlayer assembly).
• Detector assembly, detector opening and closing, and solenoid effects: assembly
tolerances (per wheel and when closing the detector), and gravitational and magnetic field distortions on the return yoke that can lead to static deformations of
the steel support. The overall effect can result in displacements of the chambers
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with respect to their nominal positions of up to a few cm. The reproducibility after
magnet power off/on cycles or detector opening/closure will be in general on the
order of 1 mm.
• During operation: thermal instabilities can cause dynamic misalignments at the
sub-millimetre level.
For optimal performance of the muon spectrometer over the entire momentum range up
to 1 TeV/c, the different muon chambers must be aligned with respect to each other and
to the central tracking system to within 100–500 µm. To control misalignment during commissioning and to monitor further displacements during operation, CMS will combine measurements from an optical-mechanical system with the results of algorithms based on muon
tracks crossing the spectrometer.
3.2.2.1 Optical alignment system
The Muon Alignment (MA) system is described in detail in [4]; we give here only a brief
summary of its main characteristics. The basic geometrical segmentation consists of 3 r-z
alignment planes with 60◦ staggering in φ. Within each plane the 3 tracking subdetectors
of CMS (Central Tracker and Barrel and Endcap muon detectors) are linked together. Figure 3.8a shows a schematic longitudinal view of CMS, with the light paths indicated. This
segmentation is based on the 12-fold geometry of the Barrel muon detector (Fig. 3.8b). Furthermore, the Barrel and Endcap monitoring systems can work in standalone mode, in which
they provide reconstruction of the full geometry of each independent subdetector. The system uses 2 types of light sources (LEDs and laser beams), together with precise distance- and
angle-measuring devices. The layout of the optical paths allows the monitoring of each of
the 250 DT chambers (with 3D position measurements at the 4 chamber corners), while only
≈ 23% of selected CSCs (12 chambers per Endcap layer) in the 4 Endcap stations are directly
monitored. The links among the Tracker, Barrel, and Endcap are made at the external Barrel
Wheels (YB±2).
The MA system is designed to provide continuous monitoring of the detector geometry, with
or without collisions in the accelerator. The dynamic range of the system allows it to work at
solenoid magnetic fields between 0 and 4 T. Its goal is to provide independent monitoring of
the CMS tracking detector geometry with respect to an internal light-based reference system.
This will help disentangle geometrical errors from sources of uncertainty present in a trackbased alignment approach; for example, knowledge of the magnetic field, material-budget
description, drift velocity, etc.
A real-size validation of one half of an alignment plane was performed in the I4 ISR hall [87].
It proved the validity of the system with precision close to the nominal one: ≈ 200 µm in rφ
displacement, 400 µm in z displacement, and from 40 to 100 µrad in orientation.
3.2.2.2

Operation and validation

The relative positioning of the different internal mechanical components of a chamber (e.g.,
the wires and layers positioning inside a DT chamber SuperLayer) was measured during
construction to be within the required tolerance (100 µm). At the chamber production sites,
systematic variations on the final assembled chambers were checked with cosmic muon data,
showing good correlation between those measurements and the results of the muon track fit
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Figure 3.8: Schematic of the longitudinal view of CMS showing the optical alignment light
paths (left), and transverse view of the Barrel Muon detector (right). The crossing lines indicate the r-z alignment planes with 60◦ staggering in φ.
in the chamber. For the DT chambers, the displacement of the SuperLayers with respect to
their nominal position is less than a few hundred microns for most chambers [88] and can be
corrected using the optical measurements performed on all the chambers at the ISR storage
area before their insertion in the CMS steel yokes.
The internal chamber geometry is cross-checked at the CERN site using optical and survey
measurements. These measurements are compared with the construction drawings and results from cosmic data to provide corrections to the design geometry when necessary. The
individual chamber data are stored in a web-accessible DB [89]. An example is shown in
Figure 3.9, with the distribution of the difference between ideal and real x coordinate and
angular orientations (Fig. 3.10) for SuperLayer 3.
After the full detector assembly, photogrammetry measurements will be performed for each
wheel, absorbing installation tolerances plus static (mostly gravitational) steel deformations,
monitoring the different chamber positions and orientations, and providing an initial current
geometry of the whole system. The measurements already made on the complete YB+2
wheel [90] show that, in general, the differences from the ideal positions are within 2–5 mm,
the maximum deviation being about 8 mm. The sectors seem to move in one block so the
displacement should be dominated by the wheel deformation. After detector closure and
solenoid power-on, this geometry is expected to vary significantly in several coordinates and
hence has to be monitored and corrected with the MA system and with cosmic-ray tracks. To
validate the system, the 3 sets of measurements—survey, MA, and Tracks—will be compared
before the solenoid is powered on. MA and tracks will also be compared at the working
conditions of 4 T.
The entire scheme will be validated during the solenoid magnet test, where about 1/3 of
the alignment system will be implemented. Barrel sectors 10 and 11 will be instrumented
with DT chambers and all the corresponding alignment components; likewise one complete
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Endcap (ME+) will be instrumented, which will allow cross-checks of the MA system against
cosmic tracks.
The MA system is designed to take data continuously, completing a full cycle of measurements several times per hour, monitoring any movements on that same time scale, and with
high redundancy for slower structural distortions.
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Figure 3.9: Survey results of the DT Geometry for SuperLayer 3: difference between ideal
and real positions in a) the x coordinate and b) the orientation around the x, c) y, and d) z
axis.

Figure 3.10: DT chamber scheme and coordinate system for survey.
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Reconstruction software

The data taken by the MA system will be written into an Oracle database using the CMS
Detector Control System (DCS, see [8]) system. The transferred data will amount to at most
a few MB per second. The alignment reconstruction software, COCOA (CMS Object-oriented
Code for Optical Alignment) [91], will read each set of optical alignment data and reconstruct
the positions and rotations of the muon chambers. To do this, COCOA needs the positions
of the different hardware elements of the MA system, as well as their optical properties and
internal calibrations. The nominal positions of the chambers and of a few large elements
in the system will be read from the same CMS Geometry Database that is used by OSCAR
and ORCA. The internal alignment sensor calibration data will be read from the Alignment
Database, which is part of the CMS Construction Database. With the description of the system, COCOA will read a set of MA system data and then make a non-linear least-squares fit
to determine the positions and angles of the muon chambers (together with other unknown
parameters of the system that are used as intermediate steps but that are not needed by the
ORCA software). The uncertainties in the calibrations will also be propagated to obtain the
errors in the chamber positions, as well as the correlation matrix among the different parameters. All these results will be written to the Alignment Database. The chamber positions
and orientations will be written to the CMS Geometry Database so that they can be used by
the ORCA software.
3.2.2.4

Track-based alignment

To complement the MA system, tracks from physics-run collisions and from cosmic-ray data
will be used to measure the chamber positions and orientations to a precision similar to
the MA in a totally independent measurement (with independent systematic uncertainties),
which will contribute to the robustness of the system. This process will be performed offline
in a continuous mode, updating the geometry whenever movements significantly larger than
the achieved precisions are observed.
By construction, the various chambers can be considered as rigid bodies within the desired
precision. Any mis-positioning in the construction will be already accounted for by the survey, optical, cosmic-ray, and beam-test measurements. Hence, the remaining task during
operation is limited to obtaining the 6 degrees of freedom for each of the 790 chambers. Several simplifications can be performed in this procedure, but even in the more complex case,
the problem consists of calculating about 5000 parameters and all their correlations. Despite
being large, this is a manageable number given current mathematical and computational
tools.
The alignment of the muon system has some unique features in comparison with the alignment of other sub-detectors, for example, that of the CMS tracker. The muon alignment
involves a relatively small number of parameters, but with the different tracking systems
(Tracker-muon or Barrel muon-Endcap muon) being separated by a large amount of material
and with the tracks, which cross the 2 systems, travelling through a nonuniform magnetic
field. Another difference is that once the chambers are assumed as rigid, they provide not
only a spatial point but also a vector direction for the track, which can be used in the alignment. Two alternative approaches are foreseen [92] for the muon alignment: an alignment
with respect to the central tracker and a standalone muon-system alignment.
The baseline alignment algorithm takes advantage of the redundancy in CMS for reconstruct-
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ing muons. It uses isolated muons, which are detected both in the central tracker and in the
muon system. Once such a muon is identified, the extrapolation of the tracker-only track to
the muon system is compared with the local reconstruction in each muon station. This allows one to decouple the alignment of each chamber, factorizing the 5000-parameter fit into
790 simpler 6-parameter fits. This simplifies the calculations, avoids numerical problems,
and allows a more direct estimation of the systematic errors. The method only needs to store
the differences between the reconstructed and extrapolated 4-D coordinates, together with
their errors, which can be done during the first-pass reconstruction. After rejecting events
in the tails of the distributions, the 6 degrees of freedom for each chamber can be obtained
from a χ2 fit to the data. Examples of such distributions for a W ± sample equivalent to
50 h at L = 1034 cm−2 s−1 are shown in Fig. 3.11. They show the estimator for the displacement in the rφ coordinate for a single MB1 chamber for an ideally aligned detector and for a
hypothetical case when the chamber is rotated with respect to the beam axis by 0.25 mrad.
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Figure 3.11: rφ estimator in a single MB1 chamber in different wheels for aligned (solid
line) and 0.25 mrad rotated (dashed line) samples of W ± equivalent to 50 h of data taking at
L = 1034 cm−2 s−1 .
Although in principle a single pass should be enough to obtain a precise solution, this is
only strictly true if the errors are purely Gaussian and the displacements and rotations are
small. At least one additional pass will be needed to reach the desired precision whenever
the detector has moved significantly. Obviously, this procedure relies on a good tracker
alignment, but it has been shown that the results are not significantly degraded when using
the tracker alignment errors expected at the beginning of data taking (the so-called “First
Data Taking Scenario” that will be discussed in Section 6.6.4).
Alternatively, the muon system can be aligned without relying on the central tracker using
tracks reconstructed with the muon system. This procedure will be used if the tracker misalignment is too large to efficiently reconstruct full tracks. The technique will also provide
initial information on the muon system’s internal alignment, without having to wait for the
final tracker alignment. The relative position of the entire muon system with respect to the
tracker can then be calculated at a later stage. In this case, the Blobel approach [93], as used
for the tracker (Section 6.6.5), will be followed.
Besides solving the full problem of 5000 parameters, which provides the best estimation of
the parameters, their errors, and correlations, the problem can also be factorized with good
approximation into several almost independent fits with 20–50 parameters each. These fits
will be used to study the consistency of the results, to obtain an initial estimate of the systematic errors, and for a more direct comparison with the optical alignment system. One
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such example is shown in Fig. 3.12 for the same W ± sample, corresponding to the alignment
of a Barrel Muon sector when all the chambers are displaced alternatively by ±1 mm. The
variables shown correspond to the alignment estimators in each chamber derived from the
simultaneous minimization of track and alignment parameters following the Blobel formulation. These optimal estimators are obtained as linear combinations of the track residuals,
defined as the difference between the hit and fitted (with ideal alignment) track r-φ spatial
coordinates. The coefficients of this combination are defined by the method as a function of
quantities such as the geometry, the field integrals, and the measurement errors. In general
the problem is nonlinear and is solved by iteratively linearizing it. In this particular example,
we show the result after the first iteration. This formulation permits the simultaneous acquisition of the alignment parameters and the corrections to the track’s fit parameters, taking as
input the difference between measured and fitted (with ideal alignment) track parameters.
All of these procedures will be tested in detail during the Cosmic Challenge.
For both methods of alignment, the basic data sample that will be used during physics runs
is from inclusive high-pT single muons. This will be complemented by dimuon samples,
mainly from Z decays, obtaining additional information from the known invariant mass.
Cosmic-ray samples will also be used, particularly during commissioning and before data
taking has begun. The precise muon lower-momentum cut-off used for the alignment depends on a balance between reduction of systematic errors, computing resources, and the
frequency of updating, but under reasonable assumptions it can be set to 40 GeV/c when
running at L = 2 × 1033 cm−2 s−1 . This cut-off can be lowered or even removed at start-up,
when significantly lower luminosity is expected but the inclusion of lower momentum tracks
will not significantly improve the results. The large rates expected during physics runs with
this threshold will allow a statistical precision of about 100 µm within a few hours of running at L = 1034 cm−2 s−1 . Even at L = 2 × 1033 cm−2 s−1 , the rates are enough to reach
this precision within a few days of running time. However, different systematic errors are
expected to affect this measurement. They are, in general, reduced with an increase in the
momentum cut-off, and hence can be overcome by accumulating more data. The following
systematic errors are for a minimum muon momentum of 40 GeV/c and correspond to initial
estimations based on simulations:
• bias in the alignment estimators due to tails and non-Gaussian behaviour (40 µm)

• uncertainty in the magnetic field outside the tracker volume (200 µm)

• uncertainty in the material budget estimation (100 µm)

The Cosmic Challenge is expected to provide much more precise information on the achievable precision.
3.2.2.5

Using alignment information in reconstruction and HLT

The outcome of the different alignment measurements will be combined and the current
displacements and rotations with respect to the chamber nominal positions will be stored in
the CMS Geometry Database, if significantly different from 0.
These data can be read by the ORCA reconstruction program, which can change the position
of the reconstructed hits when their coordinates are translated from the local reference system of the chamber to the global CMS system. Consequently, within the global reconstruction, hits are placed at their true position with respect to the CMS global reference system.
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Figure 3.12: rφ muon standalone estimator for chambers in different wheels for aligned
(solid line) and ±1 mm displaced (dashed line) samples of W ± equivalent to 50 h of data
taking at L = 1034 cm−2 s−1 .
This code can also be used to simulate the effect of misalignments in the physics reconstruction. To do this, hits with alignment constants different from 0 are reconstructed using
samples simulated with an ideal geometry. In this way, misalignment is introduced at the reconstruction level, saving the large amount of CPU time that would be needed to re-simulate
the samples. Similar to what is described for the tracker alignment simulation, 2 default misalignment scenarios [94] have been implemented. These scenarios approximately simulate the
situation expected for the first CMS data taking (First Data Taking Scenario) and when the
nominal precision is asymptotically reached ( Long Term Scenario). Each chamber is moved
and rotated according to the expected precisions in each case (summarized in Table 3.2).
Additionally, a correlated error for the entire muon system, which simulates the tracker-tomuon relative positioning and orientation, is put into the simulation, using the values also
shown in the table.
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Table 3.2: Alignment precisions used in the 2 misalignment scenarios. Displacements are in
mm and rotations are in mrad.
MB CSC Tracker-Muon
First Data Taking Scenario
Displacement (x-y)
1.0
1.0
1.0
Displacement (z)
1.0
2.0
1.0
Rotations
0.25 0.5
0.2
Long Term Scenario
Displacement (x-y)
0.2
0.2
0.2
Displacement (z)
0.2
0.4
0.2
Rotations
0.05 0.1
0.04
The effect of the misalignments [95] considered in the 2 scenarios is found to be negligible
as far as the muon reconstruction efficiency is concerned, while it might have an important
impact on the momentum resolution (Fig. 3.13).

3.2.3

Monitoring

Online monitoring of the muon system performance requires a coherent suite of tools to
quickly detect hardware malfunctions and to provide clear feedback in the form of alarms or
warnings. With approximately one million readout channels of very diverse natures, this is
a complex task. There are 2 distinct ways of monitoring the system operation.
First, the operational status of various hardware elements can be monitored by accessing
dedicated on-board sensors/registers and using communication channels that bypass the
physics data stream, i.e., via the Detector Control System (DCS, see [8]) and the Fast Merging Module (FMM, see [96]) paths. Monitoring through DCS deals with high voltage for
muon chambers, low voltage for electronic boards, flow/pressure of chamber gas and cooling water for electronic boards, environmental and radiation sensors, and alignment. FMM
is designed to report critical errors in electronic board operation, such as out-of-synch states,
timeouts, format corruptions, and FIFO overflows. Detection of these errors can be programmed into on-board FPGAs. DCS and FMM are described elsewhere.
Second, detector operation performance can be evaluated by spying on the actual physics
data flowing through either the DAQ or Trigger paths, and performing data analyses of varying complexity. Such online data analyses, referred to as Data Quality Monitoring (DQM),
can be subdivided into 4 sub-groups:
1. DAQ-path raw-data analyses: e.g., general data-format integrity; inefficient, dead, and
noisy electronics elements; cross-talk and after-pulsing; delays, gains, and pedestals;
synchronization checks (match of L1A numbers, BX numbers); and current FIFO status.
2. Level-1 Trigger path raw-data analyses: e.g., trigger rates (to be corrected for luminosity and presented in terms of cross sections) and various distributions related to trigger
objects. These analyses are best for identifying Level-1-path electronics problems.
3. Level-1-Trigger simulations based on the DAQ raw data to check that the results match
the Level-1-Trigger data. Note that DAQ data contain trigger primitives sent to the
Level-1 Trigger. These cross-correlation analyses, based on both DAQ and Trigger data,
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Figure 3.13: Effect of the different alignment scenarios on the muon momentum resolution
as a function of η for pT = 100 GeV/c (left) and pT = 1000 GeV/c (right), for standalone
muon reconstruction (top) and global muon reconstruction (bottom).
will allow one to sort out whether any problems seen by the Level-1-Trigger DQM are
related to the trigger hardware (in the case of a mismatch) or to the front-end electronics
(in the case of matching, e.g., a dead trigger sector is aligned with chambers that never
report data).
4. Physics-object-oriented analyses: e.g., multiplicity of reconstructed muons, muon-track
quality, muon momentum and angular distributions, and opposite-sign and same-sign
di-muon mass distributions. These analyses are based on fully reconstructed physics
objects and are likely to involve more than one CMS sub-system. Results of such tests
are hard to relate to particular hardware element problems, but, nevertheless, they can
be viewed as the ultimate judge of whether the overall system performance satisfies
the requirements of physics analyses (e.g., a single dead channel, as seen at the lower
level hardware-oriented DQM analyses, does not necessarily disturb the ability of the
system to reconstruct physics objects).
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The first 2 categories of DQM tests can be performed both on the CMS Event Filter Farm and
by spying on sub-system data via the corresponding sub-system Local DAQs (CSC, DT, and
RPC). The last 2 categories of analyses, requiring fully-built events, can be done only at the
level of the CMS Filter Farm.
The scope and diversity of the front-end electronics of the muon system naturally imply
that the quantitative validation of data that adequately covers the full range of possible failure modes will require a large number of tests. The total number of histograms to be filled
and analyzed in the muon system is estimated to be 200 000 (about 107 bins). Also, because
the CMS muon system has a large number of channels that are read out only when trigger primitives are present, the average occupancy per channel per recorded event is very
low. Therefore, to produce a meaningful statistical analysis per channel in a reasonable time,
DQM must be able to access and digest data at a substantial rate, currently estimated to be
at least 1 kHz per sub-system. This requires intercepting data right after the Level-1 Trigger.
Events rejected by HLT may be of special value for DQM as well.
The first muon DQM prototypes were exercised in the beam tests of 2004. The current ongoing tests at SX5 (slice test) are also indispensable for developing DQM tools and getting
early experience with possible problems. Many test analyses and corresponding histograms
have been implemented and used to evaluate DQM performance. For example, the EMU
beam tests in 2004 had up to 4-5 chambers in the readout, which is just the right scope—it
is estimated that a typical CMS event will have 2-3 CSCs in the readout. Therefore, we were
able to time the data unpacking and DQM analyses, which gave us a benchmark number of
about 100 events per second per CPU node. This defines the necessary scope of a farm with
about 10 CPUs per sub-system to perform DQM analyses at the desired rate of 1 kHz per subsystem. Work on developing tools for automatic detection and user-friendly representation
of problems among 200 000 histograms is in progress.

3.2.4

Databases

There are several kinds of muon-system databases created in the CMS database framework:
Detector Geometry Database (DGD), Construction Database, Equipment Management Database
(EMDB), Configuration Database, and Conditions Database [97].
Calibration data, needed for the reconstruction software, are included in the online Conditions Database. They are transferred to the offline database by standard methods (see
Section 2.8) and are accessible to the offline reconstruction as calibration objects.
Oracle database technology is mainly used for muon-system databases, while in addition,
MySQL is used for RPC Construction databases.
3.2.4.1

DT databases

Construction databases exist at each DT production site and are accessible locally. The Central Production database can be seen worldwide at the web address [98]. It gives information
on the DT chambers, superlayers, layers, and cells (parameters such as wire position, tension,
noise, efficiency, etc.), and data about production. Information on racks, crates, and cables is
entered into the EMDB by the integration group at the time of installation.
The Configuration Database contains configuration data such as lookup tables, thresholds,
and masks. Lookup tables (LUTs) are needed by the trigger system to compute track pa-
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rameters (radial angle and bending angle). The delay between the bunch-crossing time and
the signal collection, due to time-of-flight and propagation along the anode wires, is needed
for a correct bunch-crossing assignment when triggering. Front-end boards are to be programmed with the signal thresholds and channel masks. Most of these quantities are not
expected to vary significantly during detector operation, so the total amount of data for all
configuration parameters is foreseen to be quite small (≈ 35 MB).
The DT Conditions/Calibration DB will contain data necessary to perform reconstruction in
offline and HLT analyses, and will monitor the data collected during detector operation.
The hit position of a track inside a DT chamber is reconstructed using the electron drift time
from the track’s crossing point in the cell to the anode wire. So 2 parameters are needed in
the operation:
• an offset time to be subtracted from the TDC response to get the actual drift time,
with a single-cell granularity;
• the electron drift velocity to compute the distance once the time is given, with a
“superlayer” granularity.
These parameters are determined by the methods explained in previous sections, and are
stored in DB tables. The data size is estimated to be about 750 kbytes for the time offsets and
8 kbytes for the drift velocities. In addition to the above “calibration” quantities, information
about the mapping from readout channel to physical drift tube is to be stored and retrieved.
Much other data, not used in reconstruction, will also be read from the DT system and written into the database. Data such as temperatures, voltages, and currents are written through
the DCS system (PVSS). Information on the electronics status, including single-card power,
thresholds, clock delays, and error flags will be read from each minicrate every minute. They
will be written into the database with a frequency depending on the data themselves, e.g.,
when errors occur or when values are out of range.
3.2.4.2 CSC databases
Access to the CSC databases is from the web page [99]. The Construction Database contains
information on the production and testing of the Endcap Muon system components: tracking
of electronics boards and chambers, tracking of HV components, information on the production of the ALCT and Mezzanine cards, and tests of the AFEB boards. Information on cables,
racks, crates, and installed CSC chambers is included into the EMDB. An interface to retrieve
information on cables and installed CSC chambers is provided.
The Configuration Database contains settings for all the front-end and peripheral crate electronics boards, FED boards, TTC boards, Track-Finder boards, the XDAQ [38, 39, 40] environment, and the local DAQ parameters. All of these parameters are needed to start a run.
The total amount of data is about a few hundred kilobytes. This information must be put
into a tree of relational tables and read by a standard XDAQ application. The table structure
should also maintain the versioning of the configuration settings and their tagging.
The first prototype of the CSC Conditions Database is the Test-Beam Database [100]. It saves
all the parameters characterizing a test-beam run and the configuration parameters for the
run. In some cases, the entire XML files are uploaded, which initially contained the configuration information. This DB is also used as a logging system.
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The CSC Conditions Database contains both information on the electronics performance and
the calibration values needed for reconstruction. In principal, the Endcap Muon system is
designed in such a way that it can successfully work without calibration. The baseline can
be determined from the first time slices of any signal. Channel gains are stable to within
3%, even between different chips (and to 1.2% inside a chip). Cross-talk corrections can be
applied universally for all channels. However, for more precise measurements, the following
calibration constants will be measured and saved in the database: gains (400 kB), cross-talk
(1.6 MB), and probably linearity (2 MB). For refined measurements further parameters can
be saved: pedestals and their RMS values (1.6 MB), and predefined parameters of the signal
shape in time and in space across the strips (done per layer, 70 kB).
There are about 30 tests for checking the electronics performance, corresponding to about 24k
numbers per chamber (50 MB in total). Measurements of the anode thresholds (350 kB) will
go to the Configuration Database for downloading onto the AFEB boards. In addition, there
is the measurement of all the pedestals of the SCA (Switch Capacitor Array, 96 capacitors
per cathode channel, 20 M numbers, 40 MB), which will be performed in the initial period of
detector operation and then only occasionally.
All values from the calibration measurements and performance tests are expected to be stable
and measured rarely. The rate of obtaining the conditions data will be found from experience.
3.2.4.3

RPC databases

Since the RPC Barrel and Endcap production lines have proceeded in parallel and independently, 2 Construction Databases were installed where all the information related to chamber
structure, and quality control and assurance reside. The Barrel RPC Construction Database
has existed since March 1999, and is accessible world-wide from the web page [101]. The
database contains information related to the different steps of production and Quality Control. It will also contain information related to the commissioning procedures, as they develop. It can create interactive online plots that allow the time dependence of parameters
and their comparison in different periods of time to be shown. The Endcap RPC Construction Database was developed [102] later. It has a similar capability to create various plots
interactively, reflecting the content of the database.
Information on racks, crates, cables, etc. is being included in the EMDB. Information on
chamber installation will be included during the massive installation. Other important information (e.g., the electronics chain necessary to generate the first-level trigger signal for
muons, a comprehensive description of the relative hardware (Link, Distribution, and Control Boards), and relations among the different Components) will also be stored.
The Configuration Database (as well as the Conditions Database and EMDB) is unique for
the Barrel, Endcap, and RPC Trigger groups. It includes all the information related to the
front-end electronics, in particular the location of the FEBs on the chambers (and the location
of the chambers themselves), the thresholds, the relative I2C addresses needed by XDAQ
to perform this operation, and the parameters needed to configure the Link Board chain.
Integration between the Configuration DB and the High Voltage and Low Voltage systems,
which will be handled by PVSS/JCOP, remains to be done. The Configuration Database
will have 3 different operational modes: 1) Off Mode (during shutdown), 2) Standby Mode
(during accelerator filling), and 3) Running Mode (during data acquisition).
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A first set of parameters to be stored in the Conditions Database will be the configuration
settings, for instance, the threshold of the FEBs, and the voltage set on the chambers. In addition, all parameters characterizing the chamber behaviour will have to be stored. Parameters coming from the HV, LV, and gas systems will be handled through the PVSS system.
In particular, the currents and voltages on all the chambers of the system will be read out
every minute and stored, together with the environmental conditions, to give a first glimpse
of the chamber performance. Finally, the gas system and its quality will be constantly monitored, and the relevant information stored. The Conditions DB will therefore be constantly
uploaded with different classes of data related to the different parts of the system being
monitored.

3.3 Detector response
3.3.1

Simulation

The physics response of all CMS subdetectors is simulated with GEANT 4, which takes into
account the geometry and material of the detector as a whole and simulates the physics
processes that occur as particles travel through each subdetector. As discussed in detail in
Section 2.5, different models of the particle interactions in matter (“physics lists” in GEANT 4)
have been considered in the simulation for the modelling of the hadronic processes. The
output of this stage of the simulation is GEANT “hits” in “sensitive detector material.” For the
case of tracking detectors, like those in the Muon subsystems, each such “SimHit” contains
the entry and exit points of a simulated particle as it traverses a detector gas layer. GEANT is
not used to model the interaction of this primary particle in the gas, but just to estimate its
energy loss as it passes through.
The interaction in the gas itself is considered as part of the next step of the simulation, which
we refer to as detector “digitization.” This involves simulation of the electronic signal processing and signal readout performed by hardware either mounted locally (on the detector)
or remotely, and ideally leads to a representation of what real data will look like as they
stream into the DAQ system. The output of this procedure is a set of “digis” that approximate the raw data expected in reality. In practice, these digis for the muon subsystems contain values representing the essential measurements of the respective detectors rather than a
bit stream approximation of the actual raw data, although it is intended later to extend the
modelling to this level.
Digitization is subdetector specific since it depends on the particular detector technology,
and thus is completely different for the DT, CSC, and RPC components of the CMS Muon
detector system. We summarize below the simulation of the digitization in each muon subsystem.
3.3.1.1

Digitization of the DTs

A DT digi consists of a TDC time that includes several contributions: the drift time of the
electrons in the gas, the propagation time of the signal along the cell wire, the time-of-flight
of the muon from the interaction point to the wire, and a t0 -like offset.
The current digitization in ORCA is based on a parameterization [103] of the cell response
obtained with a GARFIELD [104] simulation; the drift time is parameterized as a function of
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the distance of the SimHit from the wire, the incidence angle of the muon, and the magnetic
field components parallel and orthogonal to the wire. This time is smeared according to a
double-half-Gaussian distribution, where the 2 sigmas are also parameterized [103].
For the case of several SimHits in the same cell, the drift times are computed independently,
but separate digis are created only if the difference in drift times is larger than a configurable
dead time (the default value is 150 ns). Hits from energetic delta rays and any other secondaries (e.g., e+ e− from pair production) crossing the whole cell are handled the same way
as muons. Soft electrons stopping in the gas or entering and exiting on the same face of the
cell due to bending in the magnetic field cannot be handled by the parameterization and are
currently ignored. Delta rays produced in the gas are also ignored, since they are already
generated by GARFIELD and their effect is included (statistically) in the parameterization.
Preliminary simulation studies using CMSIM/GEANT 3 [29, 28] show that these cases account
for less than 4% of the SimHits.
The signal propagation time from the hit to the front-end electronics is computed assuming
a propagation velocity of 0.244 m/ns [80]. The particle’s time-of-flight from the collision
vertex is computed by GEANT and includes a proper offset for out-of-time pile-up. The t0 like offset represents all the delays due to cables, phases, and readout; in the simulation
there is no need for a different offset for each channel, therefore the default value is 500 ns
for all the cells. Moreover, since in the current implementation the Level-1 trigger emulator
requires digis synchronized by chamber, the time-of-flight of an infinite-momentum particle
travelling from the nominal interaction point to the centre of the chamber is subtracted.
Currently, the effects of cell inefficiency are not included in the parameterization of the cell
response. These are particularly important in the I-beam and wire regions. Furthermore,
in the current implementation there is no simulation of the after-pulses which are due to
photo-electric extraction of electrons from the cathodes and strips in the DT cell.
3.3.1.2

Digitization of the CSCs

The description given here summarizes and updates the content of [105]. In the current
digi implementation for the CSCs, we build independent strip and wire digis, representing
the data measured on the cathode strips and the anode wires (which are grouped into bundles). The strips give a precise measurement (a few hundred µm) of the position of passage
of a charged particle in the global φ coordinate by sampling the induced charge distribution which spreads over several strips. The wire groups give a coarse radial measurement
(several cm) but a precise time at which the electron charge arrives. The digis are obtained
through a detailed simulation of the CSC gas ionization and collection from each SimHit, and
the electronic processing of the resulting, possibly overlapping, signals. Each CSC contains
6 independent gas layers, each with a layer of strips and a layer of wires on which signals
are collected. The strip signals are measured by a switched capacitor array (SCA) [85], which
works as a continuously refilled buffer of the pulse heights on the strips, sampled every
50 ns.
The ionization of the CSC gas is modelled using an adaptation of GEANT’s thin-layer approximation for modelling energy loss. Production of secondary delta electrons is included.
The electrons and ions produced are transported to the anode wires and cathode strips using
parameterizations of more complete drift simulations from GEANT. Near the wire, the gas
gain and avalanche fluctuations are modelled, as well as the electron attraction in the gas
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and the anode collection efficiency. The result is a charge collected on an anode wire. The
induced charge on the cathode planes is distributed according to the Gatti parameterization
for signal shapes on the strips in the CSCs [106].
The electronics used to detect the signals on the CSC strips and wires are modelled using
parameterized distributions of the measured amplifier and pulse-shaper responses. The resulting signals are overlapped where necessary, and wires are ganged as in the hardware.
Signal propagation times and delays are modelled.
The wire information is written into the “wire digi.” This information includes the wiregroup label, the time at which the signal on the wire reached 50% of its maximum value
(modelling a constant-fraction discriminator), and the bunch-crossing tag (defined as the
constant-fraction-discriminator time with the expected time-of-flight of an ultra-relativistic
particle travelling from the IP to the centre of the chamber subtracted, normalized by the
bunch spacing, typically 25 ns). Noise is simulated by jittering the threshold of the constantfraction discriminator.
The strip signals are given random baseline shifts dependent on the chamber length. Noise
in the SCA is modelled by superimposing noise samples from test-beam pedestal runs, in
order to obtain realistic time correlations. We also apply a 3% Gaussian smearing to account
for variation in amplifier gain, and a 3-ns Gaussian smearing to account for variation in the
shaper peaking time.
Strip-to-strip cross-talk is modelled with a capacitive and a resistive component. The capacitive component is proportional to the slope of the signal, and the resistive component
is proportional to the signal itself. The constants of proportionality are chosen to obtain
cross-talk signals similar to those seen in test beams. The capacitive coefficient varies from
chamber to chamber in proportion to strip length. The resistive component is set at 2% of the
original signal. The cross-talk is applied in order of decreasing signal size: charge is added to
neighbouring strips and subtracted from the original signal. Wire-to-wire and wire-to-strip
cross-talk are expected to be smaller and are as yet unmodelled.
The CSC information entering the Level-1 Trigger does not require the full precision of the
SCA readout and needs only to localize muon hits within about half a strip width per chamber plane. This is achieved using hardware comparator logic, which is also modelled in the
software. There is one comparator circuit for each pair of strips, so only the comparator output from one strip of each pair, the even-numbered strip, is required to specify the overall
output. For each comparator, every 25 ns we check whether a strip signal is above the comparator threshold (8 times the RMS pedestal noise), and whether that signal is larger than
either of its neighbours 50 ns after it exceeds the threshold. If so, the comparator returns a
code (one of 4 integer values) corresponding to the “half-strip” in which the hit is expected
to be, according to whether the left or the right neighbouring strip pulse height was larger.
The comparator is then suppressed from further readout until the strip which triggered it
drops below the comparator threshold.
In the real DAQ, the CSC readout is initiated by the recognition of a Local Charged Track
(LCT) in a chamber, in coincidence with a Level-1 Trigger Accept. This triggers the readout
from the SCA of a group of 16 strips in all 6 layers of the chamber, which gives a 400 ns wide
“snapshot” of the pulse shape in those strips, in 8 time samples, each separated by 50 ns.
In the simulation, we must supply CSC digi information to the trigger simulation package
to allow verification of the trigger algorithms. So instead, we start the CSC readout when a
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comparator fires, since this is in any case the primary input to the Level-1 CSC trigger. Thus,
when a comparator fires, the readout is triggered for a group of 16 strips in that layer. Of
these 16 strips, those strips with actual charge deposition are read out. Noise is simulated
on those empty strips that are neighbours of a strip with a signal and, in order to reduce the
volume of data, the other empty strips are suppressed. If the strip that fires the comparator
is within 2 strips of a boundary of these 16-strip groups, the neighbouring 16 strips are also
read out. Once a group of strips has been read out, these strips cannot be read out again for
200 ns, which is the effective dead-time of the readout electronics. The output from the strips
is written to the “strip digi.” This includes the strip number, the comparator output and its
time, and the 8 SCA pulse-height samples.
3.3.1.3

Digitization of the RPCs

The RPC detector response is simply the digital information on the strips that are fired by
a ionizing particle. The time resolution of about 3 ns allows the RPC performance to be
described just in terms of efficiency and the number of adjacent strips, called the cluster size,
involved in the detection process. The efficiency is assumed to be uniform over the chamber
surface, and the cluster size is determined by a simple exponential shape. The intrinsic noise
of the RPC is also included as a parameter in the simulation.

3.3.2
3.3.2.1

Simulation and test-beam comparisons
DT results

In Figure 3.14 the drift-time distribution for test-beam data is compared with Monte Carlo
simulation. Data were collected with a beam of 300 GeV muons with normal incidence with
respect to the chamber plane. The excess observed in real data for small arrival times is likely
due to soft δ-rays stopping in the volume of the cell, which are not simulated in the current
version of the digitization process. (Only the δ-rays produced in the aluminium plates and
in the material of the chamber structure crossing a cell are fully simulated.) This difference
can be seen in the distribution shown in Figure 3.15 of the quantity Tmax , computed from the
arrival times, Ti , of 3 consecutive layers in a SL using
123 = (T + T )/2 + T .
Tmax
1
3
2

If all 3 signals detected in the layers come from a crossing muon (i.e., they are not masked
by the occurrence of a δ-ray), this quantity measures the drift time (approximately 380 ns)
corresponding to one half of the cell size (i.e., 2.1 mm, including the I-beam), independent
of the track position and inclination. As will be shown later, the observed differences have a
negligible impact on the correct simulation of the local-segment reconstruction in a chamber.
More details can be found in [107].
3.3.2.2

CSC results

How well the simulation of the CSCs agrees with reality can only be seen by comparing
results from real operating CSCs with those from the simulation in equivalent situations.
Prototype and actual CSCs for CMS have operated in standalone situations, with and without the final readout electronics, over a period of several years. Cosmic-ray data have been
accumulated, and chambers have operated in a number of test beams.
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Figure 3.14: Drift-time distribution for test-beam data (dots) and from simulation (solid line).
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Figure 3.15: Mean-time distribution for test-beam data (dots) and from simulation (solid
line).
We mention here 4 particular aspects of the CSCs and the overall CMS detector simulation
that were checked in beam tests: the strip pulse shapes sampled by the SCA, the cross-talk between strips, the induced secondary clusters accompanying a muon, and the punchthrough
(charged hadrons escaping the calorimeters). A detailed description of the studies focusing
on the first 2 aspects can be found in [108], while [109] deals with the hadron punchthrough
analysis.
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The SCA [85] samples the pulses on hit strips every 50 ns. These values are digitized by
12-bit ADCs during the readout of the strips in chamber regions where a Level-1 CSC Local
Charged Track occurs in coincidence with a Level-1 Trigger accept. It is from these values
that the highest-precision measurement of a muon hit in each CSC layer is reconstructed,
based on the height and position of the peak of the pulse. The quality of the simulation can
therefore be examined by comparing the simulated SCA pulse shape with that obtained from
the real CSC hardware in a muon test beam.
Cross-talk between strips can lead to a pulse of several percent of the signal from one strip
appearing on the 2 neighbouring strips. This cross-talk is the combined result of several
effects: strip-to-strip and strip-to-ground capacitances, preamplifier input impedance, and
shaper response. This can deteriorate the position resolution, although in principle it can be
calibrated out of the measurement.
Measurements on a real CSC mounted in the SX5 assembly hall using a pulser gave the strip
response to a delta-function charge input. If these resulting pulse shapes are convoluted
with functions representing the ion drift time and the electron collection time, the resulting
distributions can be compared with pulses arising from test-beam muons in the equivalent
chamber type.
The SCA shape around the maximum can be well fit by a semi-Gaussian function involving
the charge on the strip (Q), the arrival time of the pulse (Ts ), and the preamplifier peaking time (4 × T0 ). The cross-talk between neighbouring strips is taken into account using a
functional form determined from the analysis of data collected while pulsing the chambers.
From these fits, values for T0 , Ts , and a cross-talk coefficient, Ct , can be extracted [108]. The
average value of T0 is found to be about the same in all chambers with the same gas gap for
the 3 types of data used: from 150 GeV muons in a test beam, from a pulser, and from the
simulation. The value Ct is about the same for all chambers with the same strip geometry for
the test-beam and pulser data. The value is about 15% lower in the simulated data, which is
not surprising considering the rather simplistic model of cross-talk currently implemented
in the simulation. The Ts value can be subtracted from the time of each SCA time sample
for a given strip in each event, leading to a restored average pulse shape measured with
much finer time resolution than the original 50 ns sampling [108]. Figure 3.16 compares the
restored average pulse shape (6.25 ns binning) from the 3 types of data: the real data are
from a 150 GeV/c muon test beam, and the simulated data from single muons with pT =
100 GeV/c and 1.3 < η < 1.6 (to approximately match the test-beam kinematics.) It can be
seen that the simulated shape agrees well with reality, demonstrating that the full response
of the CSC detectors and electronics is well modelled in the simulation.
Figure 3.17 demonstrates the quality of the modelling of cross-talk in the simulation. We
wish to examine the contribution to the SCA pulse height on a strip which arises purely
from the cross-talk coupling to the signal on a neighbouring strip. These contributions are
extracted from a similar analysis to that described above for the extraction of the restored
SCA pulse shape on a strip, but now corrected to eliminate the electrostatic component of
the induced charge on the neighbours to a primary signal strip. (This permits test-beam and
simulation data to be compared with pulser data in which only the central strip is pulsed.)
From this analysis, the cross-talk signal for strips on either side of a primary signal strip can
be obtained [108]. The figure presents the ratio of the extracted signal on either neighbouring
strip to the sum of the signals on the central strip and its 2 neighbours, as a function of time.
The conclusion is that the cross-talk in the test-beam and pulser data are in close agreement,
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Figure 3.16: Comparison of the SCA-restored pulse shape on strips versus time for testbeam data in an ME2/2 CSC (closed circles), pulser data (crosses), and simulated data (open
circles).
while the cross-talk in the simulation is within about 20% of the test-beam measurement.
These results will be used to improve the modelling of the cross-talk in the simulation.
An estimation of the calorimeter shower leakage in the ME1/1 region of the CMS detector
was done by analysing experimental data taken during the combined test beam of ME1/1
and HE detectors at the CERN H2 beam facility in 2004 [109]. To study the punchthrough
effect and the accuracy of the CMS detector simulation, 2 experimental configurations were
considered: one with and one without an ECAL module in front of the HCAL module.
In Figure 3.18 the probability of electromagnetic secondaries for muons (knock-on δ-rays,
bremsstrahlung, or pair production) in ME1/1 is compared with a GEANT 4-based simulation
of the test-beam setup. In this case, the secondaries are defined as additional separate clusters
(clusters with a distance larger than 2 cm from the muon beam position) in any ME1/1 layer.
One can see that the simulation predicts a distribution close to that measured in the test
beam.
To estimate the punchthrough probability of charged hadrons, test-beam data taken with
various incident pion beam energies were analysed [109], and the fraction of events in which
at least one reconstructed hit was found in ME1/1 was considered. For this study, the corresponding simulation results depend significantly on the GEANT 4 physics list used. As shown
in Figures 3.19 and 3.20, with the ECAL module inserted and removed, respectively, the simulation curves obtained using the LHEP showering model are in good agreement with the
measured data.
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Figure 3.17: The ratio of the SCA-restored pulse height due to cross-talk on a strip to the sum
of the pulse heights on the (neighbouring) signal strip and its 2 immediate neighbours, as a
function of time for test-beam data in an ME2/2 CSC (closed circles), pulser data (crosses),
and simulated data (open circles).
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Figure 3.18: Electromagnetic secondaries probability in ME1/1 vs muon beam energy.
The combined analysis of both secondaries and punchthrough effects shows that the simu-
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Punchtrough probability in ME11

lation based on the LHEP physics list should preferably be used for physics simulation.
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Figure 3.19: Punchthrough probability vs. pion beam energy for the EMU+ECAL+HCAL
configuration. Simulations using 4 GEANT 4 physics lists are also shown.
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Figure 3.20: Punchthrough probability vs. pion beam energy for the EMU+HCAL configuration. Simulations using 4 GEANT 4 physics lists are also shown.
3.3.2.3

RPC Results

Figure 3.21 shows a comparison of the cluster size between RPC data and simulated events.
Data were taken in a cosmic-muon test facility [110] using a chamber operating with a detection efficiency of 98%. A simulation sample of single-W events decaying into isolated prompt
muons was used for the comparison with the cosmic-muon data. The average cluster size
parameter in the simulation was set to 1.6 strip units, as extracted from the data. The distri-
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bution of the incidence angle of the muons with respect to the chamber surface was similar
in the selected cosmic-muon data and in the simulated sample. The difference seen in the
figure is due to the simple functional form used in the simulation, which is better suited for
an RPC operating at lower voltage.
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Figure 3.21: Cluster size distribution in an RPC. The dots with error bars correspond to
cosmic-muon data; the solid line is obtained from isolated muons in a simulated sample of
W → µν decays.

3.4 Level-1 trigger
3.4.1

Overview of Level-1 muon trigger algorithms

The purpose of the Level-1 muon trigger of the CMS experiment is to identify muons, assign
them to a particular beam crossing, and determine their transverse momenta and location.
The compilation of this information and the information from the Level-1 calorimeter trigger (discussed in Sections 4.2 and 5.2.2) is used to decide whether to keep the data from a
particular beam crossing for further processing.
The Level-1 muon trigger is based on custom electronics and is organized into subsystems
representing the 3 different muon detectors: the DT trigger in the barrel, the CSC trigger in
the endcap and the RPC trigger covering both barrel and endcap. The Level-1 muon trigger
also has the Global Muon Trigger (GMT) that combines the trigger information from the DT,
CSC, and RPC muon subsystems, as well as from the calorimeter subsystem, and sends it to
the Level-1 Global Trigger.
Each of the Level-1 muon trigger subsystems has its own trigger logic. The DT and CSC
electronics first process the information from each chamber locally, delivering 1 vector (position, direction, bunch crossing, and quality) per muon per station. Such vectors produced
by local triggers are often referred to as trigger primitives. Trigger primitives from different
stations are collected by the Track Finders (TF), which build them into tracks and assign a
transverse momentum value to each. Therefore, the TF plays the role of a regional trigger.
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The DT and CSC Track Finders exchange track segment information in the pseudorapidity
region where these systems overlap. Up to 4 best (highest pT and quality) muon candidates
from each subsystem are selected and sent to the GMT.
In the case of the RPC, there is no local processing apart from synchronization and cluster
reduction. Hits from all stations are collected by the Pattern Comparator Trigger logic. If they
are aligned along a possible muon track, a candidate is formed and a pT value is assigned.
Found muon candidates are ranked based on their quality and pT ; up to 4 best candidates
from the barrel and 4 from the endcaps are sent to the GMT.
The Global Muon Trigger attempts to correlate the DT and CSC muon candidates with the
RPC candidates. Bits delivered by the calorimeter trigger are used to determine if these
muons are isolated. The final ensemble of muons is sorted based on their quality, correlation,
and pT , and the 4 best muons are then transmitted to the Global Trigger. Finally, transverse
momentum thresholds are applied by the Global Trigger for all trigger conditions.
A detailed description of the CMS Level-1 muon trigger can be found elsewhere [7, 8]. In the
following, we give only a brief overview, mentioning in more detail recent changes in the
algorithm and updating estimates of its performance.

3.4.2

DT trigger

The DT front-end trigger electronics, called the Bunch and Track Identifier (BTI), forms track
segments from coincidences of at least 3 aligned hits in 4 layers of 1 drift tube Superlayer. The
BTI also performs the bunch-crossing assignment for every found segment. The positions
and directions of the segments are sent to the Track Correlator (TRACO), which attempts to
combine the segments from 2 Superlayers and produce a φ coordinate. The Trigger Server
selects, in each chamber and at every bunch crossing, 2 segments with the highest quality
and the smallest angular distances with respect to the radial direction to the vertex (i.e., with
the highest pT ), and transmits them to the Sector Collector, where the trigger information is
coded and sent via optical links to the DT Track Finder (DTTF).
The DTTF system is divided into sectors, each of them covering 30◦ in φ angle. Each Sector
Processor is in turn logically divided into 3 functional units: the Extrapolator Unit, the Track
Assembler, and the Assignment Unit. The Extrapolator Unit tries to match pairs of track segments from distinct stations, using the spatial coordinate φ and the direction of the segments.
The 2 best-matched segments per each source segment are forwarded to the Track Assembler, which attempts to find the 2 tracks in a sector with the highest rank, i.e., exhibiting the
highest number of matching track segments and the highest extrapolation quality. Once the
track segment data are available to the Assignment Unit, memory-based look-up tables are
used to determine the transverse momentum of the candidate track, its φ and η coordinates,
and the track quality. Finally, the Wedge and Barrel Sorters apply cancellation schemes to
reduce the number of tracks found in neighbouring sectors and wedges, and forward the 4
highest-pT tracks to the GMT.

3.4.3

CSC trigger

The CSC local trigger uses the 6-layer redundancy of the CSCs to measure precisely the φ
coordinate and to find the correct bunch crossing for a track. Muon segments, also known
as Local Charged Tracks (LCT), are found separately in the nearly orthogonal cathode and
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anode projections by somewhat different algorithms and by different electronics boards; the
cathode electronics design is optimized to measure the φ value and the direction with high
precision, while the anode electronics design is optimized to determine the muon bunch
crossing and the η value. Up to 2 cathode and 2 anode LCTs can be found in each chamber
during any bunch crossing. The 2 projections are then combined into three-dimensional LCTs
by a timing coincidence in the Trigger MotherBoard (TMB). The Muon Port Card receives the
LCTs from all of the TMB cards in one 60◦ azimuthal sector of 1 endcap muon station, selects
the 3 best LCTs, and sends them over optical fibre links to the CSC Track Finder (CSCTF).
Each CSCTF unit finds muon tracks in a 60◦ sector. A single extrapolation unit forms the
core of the CSCTF logic. It takes the three-dimensional spatial information from 2 LCTs in
different stations, and tests if those 2 segments are compatible with a muon originating from
the nominal collision vertex with a curvature consistent with the bending in the magnetic
field in that region. Each Sector Processor can find up to 3 muon candidates and measure
their parameters using look-up tables. The Muon-Sorter module selects the 4 best muon
candidates in the entire CSC system, and sends them to the Global Muon Trigger.
An important change in the CSC trigger logic was the extension of the pseudorapidity coverage of the dimuon trigger from |η| < 2.1 to |η| < 2.4. Since the electronics of the CSC
chambers covering the |η| region from 2.1 to 2.4 in the first muon station was descoped (see
Section 3.1), muon tracks in this pseudorapidity region can only be reconstructed from segments in the other 3 stations and, because of the reduced magnetic field in these stations,
with poor pT resolution. Detailed studies showed, however, that improvements in the Sector
Processor firmware allow one to use these low-quality tracks in the dimuon trigger without increasing the rate of fake dimuons. This extension of the η coverage of the Level-1
dimuon trigger resulted in a higher trigger efficiency for a number of interesting physics
channels [111].

3.4.4

RPC trigger

The RPC Pattern Comparator Trigger (PACT) is based on the spatial and time coincidence of
hits in the RPC muon stations. The PACT electronics performs 2 functions: it requires a time
coincidence of hits in patterns along a certain road and assigns a pT value. The time coincidence gives the bunch-crossing assignment for a candidate track formed by a pattern of hits
that matches with 1 of many pre-defined patterns obtained from simulation. The patterns are
divided into classes with a pT value assigned to each of them. PACT is a threshold trigger:
it gives a momentum code if an actual hit pattern is straighter than any of the pre-defined
patterns with a lower momentum code.
The PACT muon candidates are then filtered through the ghost-cancellation logic and sorted
according to their quality and pT ; up to 8 best muon candidates (4 from the barrel and 4 from
the endcaps) are sent to the GMT.

3.4.5

Global Muon Trigger

The GMT receives the best 4 barrel DT and the best 4 endcap CSC muon candidates and
combines them with the best 4+4 candidates sent by the RPC. It performs a matching based
on the proximity of the candidates in (η, φ) space. If 2 muons are matched, their parameters
are combined to give optimum precision. If a muon candidate cannot be confirmed by the
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complementary system, quality criteria are applied to decide whether to forward it or not.
The GMT also contains logic to cancel ghost tracks that arise when a single muon is found by
more than 1 muon system and is not otherwise matched, such as at the boundary between
the DT and CSC muon systems.
The selected muon candidates are ranked based on their detector type, pT , quality, and η. The
GMT also extrapolates the muon tracks back to the calorimeter trigger towers and appends
the corresponding ISO (isolation) and MIP (compatibility with a minimum ionizing particle
in ∆η × ∆φ = 0.35 × 0.35 regions) bits to the track data consisting of pT , sign of the charge, η,
φ, and quality. The 4 best muon candidates in the entire CMS detector are sent to the Global
Trigger.

3.4.6

Test beam results and trigger emulator

Numerous tests of the trigger electronics prototypes, performed prior to 2002 in preparation
for their mass production, are described in [7], [112], and [113], and the references therein.
In recent years, the performance of the production on-chamber electronics and near-final
prototypes of the off-chamber electronics were tested in CERN test beams with a 25 ns bunch
structure similar to that of the LHC. The results obtained [82] further validated the trigger
design and showed that the trigger system meets all requirements.
One important goal of the tests was the validation of various parts of the Level-1 muon
trigger emulator. This emulator was developed as a tool to be used in the framework of the
official CMS reconstruction package, ORCA [27]. The emulator must exactly reproduce the
workings of all the trigger electronics boards and their firmware, including all the features
and algorithms of the trigger subsystems outlined in the previous sections. In many cases, a
bit-by-bit comparison between the output trigger data and the response of the emulator of a
given board to the input trigger bits was performed, with the emulator response found to be
in perfect agreement with the data.
Several examples of the results obtained in the 25 ns-structured test beams in 2003 are given
below. Figure 3.22 [82] shows the efficiency to reconstruct a DT trigger track segment and
to assign it to the correct bunch crossing as a function of the track angle; the test-beam measurements (dark circles) are compared with the predictions of the detector simulation and
trigger emulator (open circles). The agreement is better than 0.1% at angles of incidence less
than 25◦ ; the efficiency drop at the largest angle is not a problem since it corresponds to very
low-pT muons.
Figure 3.23 shows typical distributions of the difference in the muon arrival time (in 25 ns
clock ticks) between the anode trigger circuitry of the CSCs and the timing from the scintillator hodoscope. As one can see, the efficiency to identify the correct bunch crossing for a
muon segment in the CSCs approaches 99%. The predictions of the emulator agree with the
measurements to better than 0.1%.
The analysis of the test-beam data is still in progress. More results are expected to be published soon, and more refined versions of the muon trigger emulator will become available.

3.4.7

Muon trigger performance and trigger rates

The Level-1 muon trigger emulator discussed in the previous section has been used to evaluate the performance of the muon trigger in CMS and to estimate the expected single-muon
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Figure 3.22: Bunch-crossing efficiency of the DT local trigger as a function of the angle of
incidence [82]. The efficiency measured in the test-beam data (dark circles) is compared with
that computed by the trigger emulator (open circles).
and dimuon trigger rates.
Figure 3.24 shows the efficiency to identify single muons in various Level-1 muon trigger
subsystems as a function of the muon pseudorapidity. The muons were generated flat in the
intervals 5 < pT < 100 GeV/c and |η| < 2.4. The average identification efficiency of the
Global Muon Trigger is 98.3%; the losses of efficiency in some |η| regions are due to the gaps
between the muon chambers. The corresponding probability to reconstruct extra fake muons
(“ghosts”) is 0.3%. More results on the performance of the Level-1 muon trigger, notably the
“turn-on” curves and the pT resolutions, are reported in [8] and [7]. (These and other results
were used to tune the parameterizations of the Level-1 muon trigger in the fast simulation
of CMS, FAMOS, discussed in Section 2.6.4.)
The Level-1 single-muon and dimuon trigger rates for low luminosity as a function of the pT
threshold are shown in Figure 3.25; also shown are the generated rates. As can be seen from
the single-muon rate plot, a large increase in the trigger rates would occur if the RPC system
or the combined DT/CSC system operated in a standalone mode, without the optimization
of the GMT. The dimuon rate plot shows 2 main contributions to the total dimuon rate: 2
muons produced in the same pp interaction, and 2 muons from different pp interactions in
the same bunch crossing; at low lumunosity, the former dominates at all pT values. All
rates were calculated according to the first of the 2 methods described in [114], whereby
the effect of pile-up is taken into account analytically. We have checked that the expected
rates do not change significantly when the effect of the misalignment of the muon chambers
(simulated with the help of the misalignment scenarios described in Section 3.2.2) is taken
into account [95].
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Figure 3.23: Difference in the muon arrival time (in 25 ns clock ticks) between the anode
trigger circuitry and the timing from the scintillator hodoscope for 2 CSCs in a typical run at
the X5 test beam at CERN in 2003 (points with error bars) and for the trigger emulator using
the anode raw hits recorded in this run (histogram).
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Figure 3.26 shows contours of equal total rate (in kHz) from the Level-1 single-muon and
dimuon triggers, in the plane of the applied pT thresholds, for low and high luminosity; the
threshold for the dimuon trigger applies to both muons. Assuming the allocation of Level1 triggers proposed in [8], a bandwidth of about 4 kHz is available for muon triggers at
low luminosity, and of about 8 kHz at high luminosity. In [8], the operating thresholds were
chosen to be 14 GeV/c and 3 GeV/c for the single muon and dimuon triggers, respectively, at
low luminosity, and 20 GeV/c and 5 GeV/c at high luminosity. This choice remains adequate
to this day, corresponding to a total muon trigger rate of 4.9 ± 0.2 kHz at low luminosity, and
of 6.6 ± 0.6 kHz at high luminosity, where the uncertainties are statistical only.
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Excellent trigger performance and low operating pT thresholds ensure high efficiency for
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many physics channels involving muons. For example, at L = 2 × 1033 cm−2 s−1 , the combined efficiency of single-muon and dimuon Level-1 triggers for the Standard Model Higgs
boson with a mass of 120 GeV/c2 and decaying via the channel H → W W (∗) → µµνν is 97.6
± 0.4 (stat.)%; the corresponding efficiency for H(115 GeV/c2 ) → ZZ (∗) → 4µ is 100%. The
trigger efficiencies for these channels remain high at L = 1034 cm−2 s−1 , 91.3 ± 0.7 (stat.)%
for H(120 GeV/c2 ) → µµνν and 99.6 ± 0.1 (stat.)% for H(115 GeV/c2 ) → 4µ. For both channels, the efficiencies increase slightly with the Higgs boson mass, and remain practically
unchanged when the effect of the misalignment of the muon chambers is taken into account.
The trigger efficiency stays high up to very large values of muon transverse momentum; for
example, the efficiency expected for dimuon decays of a new heavy resonance, such as a Z"
or graviton, with a mass of 3 TeV/c2 is about 99%. All the efficiencies listed here were calculated relative to the number of events with all final-state muons (2 or 4, depending on the
channel) inside the full acceptance of the muon system, |η| < 2.4.

The lowest possible pT thresholds and large acceptance of the muon triggers are crucial for
the detection of heavy quarkonia resonances, which are an important tool to study the hot,
dense matter produced in heavy ion collisions. The detectable muons from the decays of J/ψ
and Υ produced in these interactions are expected to be at relatively high pseudorapidity. For
instance, the simulation predicts that almost 40% of the J/ψ decaying into 2 muons capable
of reaching the muon detectors will give at least 1 muon at |η| > 2.1. With the extension of the
η coverage of the CSC dimuon trigger described above, the Level-1 trigger logic foreseen for
pp collisions is also suitable for heavy ion interactions. Lower pT thresholds will be used for
a number of ion species; e.g., the default Level-1 trigger configuration for Pb-Pb collisions
at the luminosity L = 1027 cm−2 s−1 is expected to include the single muon trigger with
the minimal pT thresholds (ranging from about 3.5–4 GeV in the barrel to 1.5–2 GeV in the
endcap) [7].

In addition to the single-muon and dimuon triggers, muons reconstructed by the GMT are
used in a number of cross-channel triggers; these triggers are discussed in Vol. 2 of this
report.

3.5
3.5.1
3.5.1.1

Detector Level Reconstruction
Position reconstruction and track-segment reconstruction in the barrel
drift tubes
Input to the local reconstruction

The information stored in a DT digi is a TDC measurement. In order to extract the drift time,
a synchronization procedure is needed. In fact, the raw time also contains contributions from
the time-of-flight of the muon from the interaction point to the cell, from the propagation
time of the signal along the wire, and an offset due to the electronics and cables. In the
simulated data, various delays are added to the drift time during digitization in order to
fake the real case. (See Section 3.3.1.1 for details).
The synchronization procedure for data is described in Section 3.2.1.1. Further corrections for
the TOF and the signal propagation along the wire with respect to the average values, computed calculating the t0 offset with the SL granularity, can be applied during reconstruction,
as soon as information about the hit position within the cell volume is available.
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3.5.1.2
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Reconstruction of hit positions within the cell

The primary objects that result from the DT local reconstruction are points in the cell volume: their distances with respect to the wire are computed by converting drift times to drift
distances.
Two reconstruction algorithms are currently available in ORCA, one that uses a constant drift
velocity over the entire cell, and another, used as default, that is based on a time-to-distance
parameterization obtained using a GARFIELD [104] simulation of the cell behaviour.
This parameterization is based on the same GARFIELD simulation of the drift cell that is used
in the digitization step (Section 3.3.1.1). The measured coordinate xdrift is computed using a
function of the drift time; B% and B⊥ , the components of the B field parallel and perpendicular, respectively, to the wire in the radial direction; and α, the incidence angle with respect
to the normal direction to the chamber:
xdrift = xdrift (tdrift , B% , B⊥ , α) .

(3.1)

The component of the magnetic field parallel to the drift lines can be neglected since it has
no measurable effect on the drift time.
Since B% , B⊥ , and α are not known at the level of the individual hit, a 3-step reconstruction
procedure is implemented. The first step assumes a crude estimate of the impact angle and
the hit position along the wire. The hit is then updated twice: after it has been used to build
a 2D r-φ or r-z segment (second step) and after it has been used in the 3D segment fit.
By default, the errors on the reconstructed hit positions are obtained from a Gaussian fit
of the residual distributions (the difference between simulated and reconstructed distances
from the wire).
The reconstruction algorithm, which uses a constant drift velocity to compute the hit distance from the wire using a constant drift velocity, neglects any dependency on the magnetic
field or the track angle. It is possible to use different drift velocities for different channels
(with the desired granularity) estimating them with the calibration procedures described in
Section 3.2.1.1.
3.5.1.3

Segment reconstruction

The segment reconstruction works on the r-φ and r-z projections independently: only at
the end of the procedure are the 2 projections combined and a three-dimensional segment is
built. The reconstruction in each projection is an exercise in pattern recognition and linear
fitting, with the complication of left-right ambiguity. The reconstruction is performed in 3
steps:
• a segment candidate is built from a set of aligned hits;

• the best segments among those sharing hits are selected, solving conflicts and
suppressing ghosts
• the hit reconstruction is then updated using the information from the segment and
the segments themselves are eventually refitted.
The first step begins by selecting 2 hits in different layers, starting from the most separated.
Both hypotheses, left and right, are considered. The pair is kept if the angle of this protosegment is compatible with a track pointing to the nominal interaction point. For each pair,
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additional compatible hits are searched for in all layers. It is possible that the left and right
hypotheses are both compatible with the segment. In this case, the ambiguity is solved later.
At this stage, a linear fit is performed using the hit positions and errors for each collection
of hits. The segment with the maximum number of hits and the minimum χ2 is retained;
all the others are rejected. Finally, a quality criterion is applied, requiring the number of hits
≥ 3 and the χ2 /ndf < 20. The same algorithm is applied for a single superlayer r-z or, in the
case of the r-φ projection, for 2 SLs, considering all 8 layers together. In all cases, a protection
against the detector being too noisy is applied, so the reconstruction is not attempted if the
number of hits is greater than a predefined number.
The pattern recognition described above produces a set of segment candidates. A consistency
check is performed in order to test whether 2 segments share the same hit. Conflicts are
solved on the basis of the number of hits and the χ2 of the segment.
The hits from the leftover candidates are updated, taking into account the incidence angle as
reconstructed by the segment. The segment linear fit is then redone using the updated hits.
Up to this point, the r-φ and r-z projections are treated independently. As the 2 projections
are orthogonal, a segment in 1 projection cannot be used to validate or invalidate a segment
in the other. By construction, all combinations of segments from the 2 projections are kept. In
practice, more than 1 segment is found for either projection in a given chamber in less than
1% of the cases.
Knowledge of the position along the wire, as well as the angle with respect to the drift cell,
are provided to the hit reconstruction algorithm before combining the 2 projections performing the final fit of the segment. The result is a segment with parameters in space, suitable for
use in the global reconstruction.
3.5.1.4

Performance

The plots in Figure 3.27 show the resolution on the reconstructed hit distance from the wire
in the DT cells of r-φ superlayers. They have been obtained comparing the simulated hits
with the results of the 3-step reconstruction procedure based on the time-to-distance parameterization for muons generated with a flat pT spectrum in the range 5-100 GeV/c. The long
tail in the negative values is due to the contribution of secondaries. Combining the hits of
r-φ SLs in a 2D segment the achieved resolution on the position is about 70 µm while the
resolution of the direction is about 2 mrad.

3.5.2

3.5.2.1

Clusterization and track-segment reconstruction in the endcap cathode
strip chambers
Input to the local reconstruction

The inputs to the local reconstruction are the detected signals from the cathode strips and
anode wires. The information about these signals are contained in the strip and wire digis,
respectively. In the simulation software, the digis are the output of the preceding simulation
of the electronics response of the detector to the passage of generated particles. In the real
world, the digis will be derived from the actual DAQ output stream.
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Figure 3.27: Residuals between the reconstructed and the simulated hit distances from the
wire. The 3 plots refer to the first (left) second (center) and third (right) reconstruction steps
of the drift time parameterization in superlayers r-φ.
The charge distribution due to the passage of a single charged particle through a chamber
layer is typically distributed over 3 to 5 strips, with a shape described by the “Gatti” parameterization [106]. This charge distribution is reconstructed from the strip-charge samples
measured by the SCA, and the position at which a muon passed through the chamber is
identified with the position of the peak of the Gatti distribution.
3.5.2.2

Local reconstruction

The basic procedures for local reconstruction in the endcap muon CSCs have already been
described in section 8 of an earlier CMS Note [115], and expanded in another [116].
The simple approach is to obtain the pulse height in each strip from the SCA information (in
a strip digi), and then to cluster neighbouring strips to determine the probable position of
incidence of the incident muon.
Each of the 6 layers of a chamber is considered independently. A two-dimensional “RecHit”
is created at each intersection of a 3-strip cluster and a wire group. At a later stage of local
reconstruction, the RecHits in the 6 layers of a chamber are fit to form a “track segment” for
use in the first stage of the muon track reconstruction.
3.5.2.2.1 Finding the pulse height on a strip
We determine the pulse height on each
strip from the SCA information. We find the peak of the distribution in time of the 8 samples
stored by the SCA, 50 ns apart. Simply selecting the largest of the 8 samples is as satisfactory
as attempting a fit over several time bins, since doing likewise with neighbouring strips,
sampled at the same time, will give a good representation of the charge distribution across
the strips. We use the average of the pulse heights from the first 2 time samples (before
the pulse has developed) to correct for baseline shifts by subtracting this average from the
maximum pulse height. The estimated error on this pulse height is obtained by adding
in quadrature a 3% calibration uncertainty and the expected noise. The noise on a strip
channel is dominated by the electronics noise of the input preamplifier. Therefore low-noise
amplifiers have been used, and the simulated noise is equivalent to about 1.5% of the pulse
height at the Landau peak.
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3.5.2.2.2 Fitting clusters of strips
To obtain optimal position resolution from the strip
measurements, we fit a Gatti distribution to the pulse heights on 3 neighbouring strips. We
loop over all strips with a signal (strip digi), starting with the strip with the highest charge.
The pulse height on each strip is corrected by a small amount to compensate for the expected
cross-talk between channels. We find the local y coordinate of the intersection of each strip
with each fired wire group (wire digi). We restrict the association to those strip and wire
digis which occur within 2 bunch crossings of each other. The starting value for the fit to the
Gatti distribution is the charge centroid; if the fit fails or has a poor χ2 , we take the centroid
as the position.
3.5.2.2.3 The two-dimensional RecHit
We build the CSC two-dimensional RecHit from
the local√x and y values, calculating their uncertainties from the wire measurement resolution (w/ 12, where w is the width of the wire group) and the error on the strip position from
the fit.
3.5.2.3

Segments reconstruction

The final stage of the local reconstruction in the CSCs is to build track segments within each
CSC from the RecHits reconstructed in each of the 6 layers. The algorithm starts with the
first and last RecHit in a chamber (the hit with the most negative local x in layer 1 and the
hit with the most positive local x in layer 6) and constructs a straight line between them. The
starting and ending points are required to have an r-φ separation of at most 1 cm. Then
for each intermediate layer, we successively attempt to add 1 hit and update the linear fit
accordingly. Only hits reasonably close (within 2.5 mm in r-φ) to the line are considered,
and the χ2 /d.o.f. of the updated fit must be reasonable. The hit giving the best fit from all
compatible hits on a layer is kept. A track segment is defined only if there are at least 4 hits
on such a line. The associated hits are then flagged as ‘used’, and the procedure is iterated
starting with another pair of unused hits for the end points of a line. The fit is performed
simultaneously in the local z projections for x and y. If no segment is built using the default
hit-association windows, a second pass is allowed in which the windows are broadened.
There has been as yet little investigation of possible biases introduced by this algorithm. For
example, it is conceivable that a bias toward low-pT tracks might arise from the choice of
starting and ending points. However, studies using a version of the algorithm in which all
possible combinations of starting and ending hits are tried, the resulting segments sorted
in order of decreasing quality (χ2 /d.o.f.), and segments successively selected so that no hits
are shared on the final segments, show that such biases do not seem to be significant. The
increased combinatorics of this procedure, however, quickly render it much slower than the
original one in the presence of many hits in the same chamber.
3.5.2.4

Performance

Figures 3.28 and 3.29 [116] show the r-φ residuals on the azimuthal position, for various
subsets of chambers, obtained comparing simulated and reconstructed 2D hits for a sample
of muons with flat pT in the range 5 < pT < 100 GeV/c. All expected sources of electronic
noise are simulated. The resolution is dominated by electronics noise and cross-talk between
neighbouring strips. The typical resolutions obtained per layer for single-muon tracks, using
simulated cross-talk and noise, are on order the of 100 µm for ME1/1 chambers and 200 µm
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for the other chambers. If cross-talk and electronics noise are neglected, these resolutions are
reduced to a range of about 35 to 55 µm. When a track passes close to the centre of a strip,
the charge distribution tends to be symmetrically distributed over each neighbouring strip.
The difference between the smaller signals on the neighbours is then controlled by electronic
noise, which subverts the accuracy of the reconstructed hit position. The position resolution
thus depends sensitively on the distance of the hit position from the centre of the strip. It
also depends on the strip width and the gas gap.
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Figure 3.28: Resolution of the reconstructed hit position in the azimuthal direction (in cm)
for endcap CSCs in station 1. The left plot is for ring 1 and the right plot for rings 2 and 3.
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Figure 3.29: Resolution of the reconstructed hit position in the azimuthal direction (in cm)
for endcap CSCs in stations 2, 3, and 4. The left plot is for ring 1 and the right plot for ring 2.

3.5.3

Clusterization in resistive plate chambers

In the RPCs, the results of the local reconstruction [116] are points in the plane of the detector.
A clustering procedure is first performed, using all the strips that have a signal. The procedure combines all adjacent fired strips into a cluster. Once all the clusters are formed, the
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reconstructed point for each is defined as the “center of gravity” of the area covered by that
cluster of strips. In the barrel, where the strips are rectangular, this point is simply the center
of a rectangle. In the endcap, the computation is more complicated since the area covered by
the clusters are trapezoids of variable shape. The assumption is that each group of strips is
fired as the result of a single particle crossing the chamber plane, and that this crossing can
have taken place anywhere with flat probability over the area covered by the strips of that
cluster. Errors are computed
under the same assumption of flat probability. Therefore, they
√
are simply σi = Li / 12 (i = 1, 2), where Li is the length of the ith side of the rectangle.
3.5.3.1

Performance

The derived resolution function along the direction orthogonal to the strips is shown in Figure 3.30. Barrel and endcap detectors have been considered separately, using a sample of single muons distributed uniformly in η, φ, and in the momentum range 5 < pT < 100 GeV/c.
The shape of the distribution for the barrel detectors is essentially determined by the fact that
the strips are rectangular with a width ranging from 2.1 cm to 4 cm. The resolution function
for the endcap detectors is instead more peaked because of the trapezoidal shape of the strips
having a minimal width comparable with overall space resolution of RPC.
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Figure 3.30: Distribution of residuals for the RPC measurement along the direction orthogonal to the strips. Barrel (left) and endcap (right) detectors have been considered separately
using a sample of single muons flatly distributed in η, φ, and in the 5 < pT < 100 GeV/c
range [116].

3.5.4
3.5.4.1

Comparisons with data
DT test-beam results

In the 2004 DT test-beam set-up [107], 2 Muon Barrel chambers (one MB1 and one MB3) were
placed at a distance of about 60 cm along the beam direction; two 5 cm thick steel slabs were
placed between them, the first immediately after MB1 and the second just in front of MB3.
This configuration reproduces well the situation in the CMS steel yoke, as far as the study of
muon showering effects is concerned.
The plot on the left in Figure 3.31 displays the multiplicity of reconstructed hits in the MB3
chamber for a 300 GeV incident muon beam; the distributions for real and simulated data are
normalized to the number of selected events having only 1 clean track and no shower activity
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in MB1. It can be seen that the reconstructed-hit multiplicity is slightly underestimated in the
Monte Carlo simulation, because of the soft δ-rays neglected in the digitization step of the
simulation, as previously discussed in Section 3.3.2. On the other hand, the high-multiplicity
component of the distribution due to muon showering is well reproduced by the simulation.
Despite the small observed differences, the capability to reconstruct a muon track segment is
well simulated, as can be seen in the plot on the right in Figure 3.31, which shows the number
of reconstructed tracks in the r-φ view of the MB3 chamber having more than 5 reconstructed
hits included in the fit. The plot is referred to an incident beam direction normal to the
chamber. The 3% inefficiency of the track reconstruction is due to the aluminium I-beam
separating the cells and is well reproduced by the simulation. It can be also seen that the
Monte Carlo simulation slightly overestimates the efficiency to reconstruct additional track
segments, coming from hard δ-rays passing through both φ SLs of the chamber.
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Figure 3.31: The plot on the left shows the reconstructed-hit multiplicity in MB3 chamber
for testbeam data (dots) and simulation (full line). The plot on the right shows the number
of reconstructed tracks in the r-φ view of an MB3 chamber for test-beam data (dots) and
simulation (full line).
Figure 3.32 displays the reconstruction efficiency as a function of the track impact point in the
chamber, for track segments in the r-φ view of the MB3 chamber placed in the test beam after
the 2 steel slabs. The left (right) plot refers to a beam incident angle of 0◦ (10◦ ) with respect
to the direction normal to the chamber plane. The efficiency predicted by the simulation is
also shown in the figure. In the left plot, the efficiency drop due to the I-beams (1.3 mm
thick) separating the DT cells is clearly visible. The distribution of the angular difference
between track segments measured in the 2 DT chambers is shown in Figure 3.33. The angular
resolution is σ = 1.40 mrad and σ = 1.25 mrad in the real and simulated data, respectively.

3.5.5

RPC cosmic-ray tests

Experimental data were taken in the RPC cosmic-ray test areas located in Bari, Pavia, and
Sofia [110]. They consist of towers where chambers are placed horizontally and read out in
coincidence with the passage of muons triggered by a set of scintillator counters.
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Figure 3.32: Track-segment reconstruction efficiency vs. predicted track position in MB3.
Left: muon beam at normal incidence; right: beam direction inclined by 10◦ with respect to
the normal direction: test-beam data (dotted line), simulation (full line).
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Figure 3.33: Angular difference between track segments measured in MB1 and MB3 chambers: test-beam data (dots), simulation (full line).
The clusterization is followed by muon reconstruction in a two-dimensional view with coordinates defined by the strip’s position along the chamber and the chamber position in the
tower. One chamber is chosen as a test chamber and not used in the reconstruction. Successfully reconstructed trajectories are required to have at least 1 used hit in 4 chambers. A
typical reconstructed muon event is shown in Figure 3.34(a). After the reconstruction, the
track impact point on the test chamber is determined. The residuals are computed as the
difference between the impact point and the nearest cluster center. The distribution obtained
for an RPC with 28 mm strip width is show in Figure 3.34(b). The root mean square of the
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Figure 3.34: Left: Picture of a typical reconstructed muon track. Right: Distribution of
residuals for RPC hits, with a fit to a Gaussian giving the average spatial resolution.

3.6 Commissioning
3.6.1

Detector start-up scenario

At startup of LHC, the full muon detector is expected to be operating, except for the innermost rings of the RPC endcap trigger, which will cover only up to η = 1.6.
During the detector commissioning stage and the CMS Magnet Test, extensive tests of the
system will be performed using cosmic muons to check both the functionality of the subdetectors at different levels (individual chambers, sectors, barrel-endcap overlapping regions)
and the alignment system. Knowledge of relative alignment of the sub-detectors is expected
to be as described in the “first data” scenario quoted in Section 3.2.2.5 and it will be precise
enough for safe Level-1 and HLT trigger operations.

3.6.2

Synchronization

The LHC bunch-crossing frequency of 40.08 MHz puts important requirements on the timing of signals. The CMS subdetectors produce data only after particles pass through them.
In the case of the muon chambers, the times-of-flight are different enough between modules
to cause a delay larger than 1 bunch crossing. Furthermore, most of the data communication
will be done using long cables or optical fibres, which will produce delays among different
parts of the detector. It is, therefore, necessary to develop electronics, methods, and procedures that permit the association of signals recorded in each channel of the detectors to the
interaction that produced the detected particle to assure correct triggering and readout of the
full CMS event.
Both trigger and readout channels need to be synchronized. The readout is generally asynchronous, except in the front-end electronics. There, to read out the correct data, the frontend electronics needs to be pre-configured with the precise number of bunch crossing between the storage of data in its internal data buffer and the arrival of the Level-1 Accept
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signal. Additionally, the association of each recorded signal to a particular event is done
synchronously by Level-1 Accept number. The Level-1 Accept number is crucial to the building of an event by the data acquisition system. After readout, in the high-level trigger and
offline, the signals are additionally associated and verified by comparing the trigger bunchcrossing number. For readout purposes, it is enough to make sure that the front-end electronics records the Level-1 Accept and bunch crossing signals at the correct times. Because
the trigger, on the other hand, is completely synchronous, it must be timed correctly at every
step in the hardware, a more challenging task.
Trigger synchronization must be performed in several steps at different levels in all the subdetectors. The first step is to achieve reliable data transmission within the readout and trigger data systems. The second step is a time-equalization of all detector channels within
a detector-defined basic block (normally a muon station). The third step is a relative synchronization between these basic blocks. Finally, an absolute synchronization to the LHC
machine is required.
It should be mentioned that some synchronization procedures require iteration. For instance,
a change in synchronization will, in general, affect the timing of the Level-1 trigger. That
will in turn affect the time at which the Level-1 Accept signal returns to the front-end cards,
whose timing must then be adjusted in order to read out the correct signals. This may then
affect or even invalidate data used in previous synchronization steps. It is clear, therefore,
that synchronization procedures have to be done very carefully to avoid these problems.
3.6.2.1

Synchronization for reliable data transmission

The absolute first step in synchronizing the detector is to achieve reliable readout and trigger
data transmission between electronics boards. Most electronics boards use a clock at the
LHC bunch-crossing frequency or a multiple of it that is derived from the TTC system. Some
sophisticated systems such as high-speed optical links auto-synchronize and produce error
bits in the rare cases when synchronization fails. In these cases, no action is generally needed
except for monitoring the error bits. Some types of links synchronize automatically but with
variable latency: such links are not used in the trigger system, which requires fixed latency.
Most inter-board data connections use simpler methods to achieve synchronization, such as
by adjusting the phase of a clock used to latch data in the receiving board until the data
are known to be received correctly. In these cases, a mechanism for generating known data,
such as pulsing of the front-end, is useful for verifying the correct synchronization phases.
Cosmic-ray muon particles can also provide data for this.
3.6.2.2

Time-equalization of channels

Signals produced by the same muon will arrive at different front-end electronics with a jitter
due to propagation time and muon time-of-flight. A time-equalization of the channels must
be performed in order to guarantee that the signals are all assigned to the same clock period
by the boards collecting the information from a basic detector electronics block (e.g. 1 chamber). Although different, all the developed methods rely on the signals broadcast by the TTC
system through the on-board TTCrx chips.
The time-equalization of the RPC channels is done inside the Link Board by a dedicated
Synchronization Unit module. The synchronization method is shown in Figure 3.35. A socalled WINDOW signal is derived from the TTCrx . The width of this signal is adjustable
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in 1 ns steps and will be set large enough to latch all the signals associated with the same
muon coming from the chambers connected to the Link Board. All the delayed signals are
then output simultaneously synchronized with the TTCrx clock.
CLOCK

40 MHz, provided by TTC

WINDOW

adjustable width & phase (×1ns)

INPUT
OUTPUT

∆t

∆t = jitter of tflight + tpropag + tRPC

Figure 3.35: Illustration of the method to be used for time-equalization of the RPC channels
in the Link Board.
In the CSCs, there are signals coming from charge collected on the anodes and other signals
from charge induced on the cathodes. The anode electronics are used to achieve precise identification of the muon bunch crossing, while the cathode electronics are allowed to vary by
±1 bunch crossing. Hence, precise time-equalization is not required for the cathode channels,
while it is compulsory for the anode channels. The equalization is achieved inside the ALCT
card, which performs the 4/6 coincidence of anode signals for trigger purposes, by timedelaying each set of 16 anode channels (2 layers of 8 wiregroups) by 0 to 30 ns adjustable in
2 ns steps. The relative timing between anodes and cathodes is adjusted by integer bunch
crossings in the TMB board. Additionally, the bunch crossing numbers for the 3 boards used
to fully read out a CSC are adjusted by offsets to make them equal, by offline examination of
readout data from cosmic rays or LHC muons.
In both the RPC and CSC cases, since the time-of-flight depends only on geometry, and the
signal propagation depends only on cable routing, the delays can be measured before data
taking begins using test-pulse signals.
The case of the DT chambers is complicated by the very long drift times before the charge is
collected. Furthermore, the efficiency of the trigger algorithm depends on the correct phase
relation between the sampling clock and the machine clock. A single DT station is hardware
timed-in by means of a precise cable distribution scheme to guarantee equal propagation
delays for every channel. However, the trigger ASICs will sample these signals with an unknown phase relation with respect to the clock distributed by the TTCrx card serving each
chamber. This phase depends on the drift velocity (i.e., magnetic field strength, gas composition, and HV setting), and its best value must be found in situ using real muons. The optimal
value for the phase (different for each muon barrel station) must be determined by finding
the TTCrx fine delay setting that gives the highest trigger efficiency. Several algorithms have
been proposed to do this [117]. The results from one of them, optimizing the HL/HH ratio,
are shown in Figure 3.36. An automated procedure to perform this algorithm was developed
and tested during the 2004 test beam.
3.6.2.3

Relative synchronization

Once each basic detector block is time-equalized, the signals coming from different blocks
will be synchronous with respect to the TTCrx clock. However, they may still not be aligned
with each other, although the differences will be in integer numbers of clock periods. All
the muon detectors provide a block-to-block synchronization by means of synchronization
pipelines. The general approach to synchronize the complete system is to align the arrival of
signals from chambers crossed by the same muon.
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number of HL/number of HH

vd = 54.2 µm/ns (-10º)
vd = 54.2 µm/ns (15º)
vd = 55.1 µm/ns (15º)

TTCrx fine delay (ns)

Figure 3.36: Dependence of the HH/HL ratio on the TTCrx fine time delay for 3 difference
drift velocities and entrance angles. The optimal phase corresponds to the maximum of these
distributions.
The RPC electronics provide a 3-clock-deep Synchronization Buffer on the Link Board. Therefore, the trigger data will be aligned at the PACT input. The same strategy is used in the DT
chambers using the synchronization delays set at the Sector Collector input and, therefore,
providing aligned signals to the DTTF. For the CSC system, there are various types of chambers having different cable delays sending trigger data through a single Muon Port Card in
each Peripheral Crate (covering a trigger sector, i.e., 30◦ or 60◦ slice in φ in a single muon
station). Their synchronization is done by delaying trigger signals using a pipeline in the
Trigger Motherboards before transmission to the Muon Port Card. Moreover, there will be
relative timing between CSC trigger sectors of signals arriving at the CSC Track Finder that
can be adjusted by uniform additional delays of all the Trigger Motherboard pipelines in a
Peripheral Crate. Cosmic rays have proven very useful for relative time alignment of the CSC
trigger, although care has to be taken that the cosmic ray paths are similar to the expected
paths of LHC collision muons.
3.6.2.4 Absolute synchronization
After the relative synchronization, the muon detectors will be self-aligned in time, but will
not share the same time origin. Therefore, an absolute synchronization is needed. The absolute synchronization can only be performed by comparing the known LHC bunch structure
(bunch numbers 0–3563, with certain empty bunches) with the structure of bunch-crossing
assignments from each trigger branch, accumulated as a histogram during data taking. Example of histograms corresponding to correct, late, and early timings are shown in Figure 3.37. The comparison will provide to each detector a value for the coarse TTCrx delay
that correctly sets the absolute trigger time.
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Figure 3.37: The LHC bunch structure (top). Examples of bunch-crossing histograms accumulated by a detector with correct, late, and early timing (bottom).

3.6.3

Muon triggers

Muon triggers are needed for cosmic-ray running, single-beam (halo muon), and LHC collisions. The first 2 kinds of trigger are very important for early detector commissioning, in
particular for alignment studies. Beam-halo muon triggers from CSCs will be provided both
at the commissioning stage and during normal collision running. An extensive study of the
trigger capability and reconstruction performance using cosmic-muon and LHC-beam-halo
simulations has been reported in [118], as will be further discussed in Section 9.1.4.
3.6.3.1

Cosmic-ray triggers

The CMS muon trigger system is not optimized as a cosmic-ray trigger due to the strict
requirement of vertex pointing. However, such a trigger is needed in the early set-up phase
of the CMS detector to study the detector performance. A cosmic-ray trigger can be obtained
only as a technical trigger with low and varying efficiency around the detector. A partial
exception to this situation is in the lower part of the barrel chambers where a pointing trigger
can in fact be set up.
The cosmic-ray trigger will be accomplished by a time coincidence of 2 or more detector
chambers, skipping the reconstruction of the track done in the PACT processor for the RPCs
or the Regional Trigger Processors in the case of the DTs and CSCs. The low cosmic-ray rate
(especially in the cavern) does not require any further algorithm, due to the power of the
CMS data-processing farm.
A pointing cosmic-ray trigger can be set up in the lower part of the CMS muon barrel detector by making use of the fact that muon tracks are already fully reconstructed in both the
bending and non-bending detector views (even if with much lower resolution and without
transverse momentum determination with respect to the DTTF processor). The tracks in
the non-bending view can be individually selected as pointing to the vertex with about a 3◦
precision. Tracks in the bending view will then be forwarded to the DTTF only if they fulfil this requirement. No special set-up will be needed in the DTTF, although the transverse
momentum assignment will not be accurate.
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Halo muons

Halo-muon triggers can be set up only in the forward detectors. The barrel detectors will be
blind to halo muons, since they will pass through the entire sensitive zone of the RPC and
DT chambers. This will create a large amount of charge to be deposited and, therefore, cause
the electric field to decrease, with a resulting drop in chamber efficiency.

3.6.4

Momentum calibration

Reconstruction of mass resonances in their dimuon decay mode will be a fundamental tool
to check the scale of the reconstructed muon momenta, which relies on knowledge of the
magnetic field map.
Figure 3.38 shows the invariant mass distribution for reconstructed muon pairs as expected
from 1 day of data taking at a LHC luminosity L = 2 × 1033 cm−2 s−1 . The mass spectrum is
obtained using the Global Muon Reconstruction in ORCA, as described in Section 9.1, after
HLT and offline selection requiring 2 isolated, opposite-sign muons with pT > 20and10 GeV/c,
respectively. The Z-mass peak is clearly visible over the background predicted from QCD
events, which were included in the simulation (dashed line in the top plot).
As seen by the error of the fits shown in the plots, statistical errors of the order or smaller
than 100 MeV on the mass scale can be achieved in the different regions of the detector in
a relatively short time. Taking into account the Z natural width, the measured resolution is
compatible with the momentum resolution obtained from the simulation by comparing the
reconstructed and the generated muon tracks (see Chapter 9).
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Figure 3.38: The reconstructed mass spectrum for 2 isolated muon tracks with pT >
20and10 GeV/c, respectively, as expected from 1 day of data taking at L = 2 × 1033 cm−2 s−1 :
a) all reconstructed dimuon events (solid line: Z signal, dashed line: QCD background); b)
both muons in the ”barrel region” (η < 0.8); c) 1 muon in the ”overlap region” (0.8 < η < 1.2)
and 1 muon in the ”endcap region” (η > 1.2).

